
In your when you were working there did

you have guess any power or any involvement in how

patients were billed

None wYatsoever exoept for submitted my own

persona fees But outside of that no

Okay Dd you review anyones billing

statements or anchioQ lIke that

No oid not

To your knowledge who was who was in

10 oharge of billino

11 Dr Desai

12 And do he did he have an administrative

13 assistant or someone wYo handled the submissions

14 Tonya Rushing prooessed those billings that

15 were submitted to her

16 Okay Did you

17 She nao multiple assists that aided her in

18 that endedvor

19 Oay So mean Tonya Rushing probably

20 isnt dome the data oput directly

21 No she oversaw the billinq department

22 Okay

23 But there were multiple secretaries

24 Did you have any involvement in that

25 No
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Would you have reviewed any any anesthesia

billing or anything lice that nile you were working there

No

While you were employed there had you ever

heard of something ca ed CRNA func

Yes

When oid you first hear about that fund

Surreptitiously My office door was not

terribly far from Dr Desis office door and at times

10 would hear him asK Cnarlene who was bookkeeper how much

11 money was in the CPNA fund And

12 Im sorry but do you rememOer when this was

13 that you first hearo about it

14 dont remember the exact date May 2006 or

15 so 2007

16 Okay And so you would hear him ask Charlene

17 about how much money wan in the fund

18 And then he would ask her to do transfers and

19 my understanding or my impression should say more

20 correct was that that was so that he could do distributions

21 to physcian partners to pay bills for the practice

22 etcetera

23 And when you when you first heard him

24 talking about it did you ever address it with him asking him

25 well what is the C2NA fund
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No did not

Did you when you heaid about it did you

know wnat it was

No didnt but thought it was unusual

nht tuere would be separate fund

And die you ever did you ever ge

cistribution from it

On one occasion

And iow long after the you know you first

10 start Dearing about it did you get distribution from it

11 year year axid half

12 Who gave you the distribution

13 Dr Desai did

14 And how did you get it What form dio it come

1k in

16 In check

17 Do you remember how much the check was for

18 $2500C

19 When he gave it to you when he gave you the

20 check what did he sa
21 He tore me had been workinq lot of hours

22 ano that he wanted me to have that in terms of compensation

23 for the effort and tie suggested that put it in bank

24 account separate from the the accounts kept by my family

25 because he thought might be having marital problems at the
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time

Okay So lie suygested low you ues would

hold the money or use the money

Uh huh

Is that yes

Yes

or the record

Not anything specifc other than gereral

recorruiendation

10 Okay When you got when you got that

11 check did you ask him any more about the fund

12 held it for awhile because it was drawn

13 on

14 MR WRIGHT Pardon dtdnt hear that

15 THE WITNESS held the check for awhile before

16 depositng it because it was dxawn on Wells Fargo Bank and

17 that bank was different from from the bank that

18 Gastroenterology and Erdoscopy Center used and that would

19 have been Bank of Georoe or Nevada First at various times

20 And eventually asked my accountant about it and he said

21 well just deposit it and well report it

22 BY P45 WECKERLY

23 Okay

24 on your tax return Thats all

25 Did did you ever come to understano how
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That account was funded

dont know specifcs can only assume it

was funded by fees for services provided by the CHUAs

Did you ever as partner or physician did

you ever get statemert or any kind of accounting for that

CRNA EJnd

No oid not

Did you ever ask for one

It was asked for indirectly by the Lransition

10 group through Dr Albert Mason

11 MR WRIGHT Objection Foundation

MS WECKERLY Okay

Li THE COURT All right Yeah

14 BY MS WECKERLY

When the transition group that was created

16 after the CDC came in is that fair

17 Yes

And were you involveo in that transition

1C group

zO was member

21 And that qroup well did that group request

22 an accounting of this fund

2n MR WRIGHT Objection This is hearsay question

24 THE COURT All right Lay better foundation

25 MS WECKERLY Okay
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BY MS WECKERLY

Did you ever have during that time periou

with the transition group did you ever reqjuest from Dr Desa

personally an accounting of that fund

Personally did not

Okay

THE COURT Were you ever present when anybody else

did that

THE WITNESS was informed by Dr Mason that he

10 MR WRIGHT Objection

11 THE WITNESS had reouested that

12 THE COURT was about to say dont get into

13 anything that anybody informed you of

14 THE WITNESS Oh okay

15 THE COURT Other than if it was Dr Desai himself

16 who may have said something

17 BY MS WECKEREY

18 Okay But regarding th0t account and that

19 transit on group to your that you were part of

20 Uh huh

21 To your knowledqe did that qroup did you

22 ever see any

23 MR WRIGHT Objection Can we approach the bench

24 THE COURT Well the question is did you ever see

25 any accounting of the CRNA fund
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MS WECKERLY Right

BY MS WECKERLY

Have you ever seen ore

Yes

And when did you see it

In 2008

How long dfter the request

MR WRIGHT Can we approach the bench please

THE COURT Yeah

10 Of record bench conference

11 BY MS WECKERLY

12 Dr Carre you you mentioned that you

13 were part of this transition group of assume it was doctors

14 that formed after the CDC came in ann tfe Health Department

15 issued their report

16 Yes that is correct

17 And was this like the spring of 2008

18 Yes

19 Who was prt of the transition group

20 Dr Mason Dr Herrero Dr Carrol Dr

21 Shrm believe Dr Wahid and Mukherjee

22 And

23 MR WRIGHT Say the last

24 THE WIThIESS Thats to the best

25 MR WRIGHT one again
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THE WITNESS of my recollection

THE COURT You said Wahid and what was the last

THE WITNESS Mukherjee

THE COURT Mukherjee

THE WITNESS MUKHERJEE
THE COURT Now was that coctor partner or was

he an employee

THE WITNESS Physician partner

THE COURT Physician partner Okay

10 Co on Ms Weckerly

11 BY MS WECKERLY

12 And dio that group meet in person durinc hQt

13 during the spring of 2008

14 Yes

15 Were you present at meeting where the CRNA

16 fund caine up as topic

17 Yes

18 And were you did you the group an the

19 meeting you were at decide to reguest an accounting of that

20 fund

21 We were informed by Dr Mason

22 MR WRICET Objection

23 THE COURT Well no no no Youre getting into

24 hearsay Its yes or no question Did the group at the

25 meeting collectively decide that request would be made for
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these records

THE WITNEss Yes

THE COURT or for an accounting

MR WRIOHT Objection Hearsay to the Courts

question

THE COURT Well already allowed that particulii

question so that objection is overruled

All rioht Oo on Ms Weckerly

MS WECKERLY Well dont think we heard an

10 answer

11 THE COURT heard yes

12 Is that what you said Yes

13 THE WITNESS Yes

14 THE COURT Okay

15 BY MS WECKERLY

16 dont want to know anymore about that At

17 some point after that did you see documentation from that

18 account

19 Yes

20 how long after that meeting did you see the

21 documentation

22 dont recall

23 mean wan it years or months or

24 Weeks at best

25 Weeks Okay Now when you saw that
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documentation is it something that you still have copy bo

or is that

never received copy of it

Okay So you dont have it now

Idonot

THE COURT Did you like view tft

MR WRIGHT Where die it en

THE COURT in the offce or somebody elses copy

or

10 THE WITNESS viewed someone elses copy

11 THE COURT All right Ann you

12 MR WRIGHT Who

13 THE COURT never got your own copy

14 THE WITNESS That is correct

15 BY MS WECKERLY

16 Where were you when you viewed it

17 dont recall the settino hut it was Dr

18 Mason who showed it to me

19 OKay Now the to ftc best of your

20 recollection when did you come aware tYdt the CDC was cominu

21 into the clinic

22 In January of 2008

23 Okay And were you present on the days that

24 the CDC and the Health Department was actually inside the

25 clinic
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To the best of my recollection the CDC was

tnere ano perhaps the BLC the Euieau of Licensing and

Certification was there

flay And you were

dont recall specficflly seeing Southern

Nevada Health District individuals tfere

Were you involved in any meetings with those

offici

No was not

10 Did you did you speak to

11 May may just expound on that

12 Sure

13 was interviewed by person from the CDC

14 one oF thei investigators and dont know if that counts as

15 meeting not

16 OKay And that was sometime in that January

17 period when

18 Yes wfen they were conducting their

19 investigotion

20 Did you five any official meetings with any of

21 those represenratives

22 No oid not

23 At the time that at the time the CDC is in

24 the facIlity and viewing and looking at records did you have

25 any conversations with Dr Desai
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Not that recall

Do you have any recullection of whether he was

present in the facility when they were there

did rot see him present

At some point there ttee is press

conference about the hepatitis outbre0K is that fair

Yes

And to the best of your recollection when was

bet

10 About March 2008

11 Okay And were you involved in that press

12 corference

13 Yes was

14 How how did you well let me ask it this

be way In the days before the press conference were you

16 present at meetings with the with the pcrtners about the

17 outbreak

18 With Dr Carrol

19 OKay Was there tnere was sta ement

20 there was statement read by you at the press conference is

21 tbet far
22 Yes that is correct

23 How well when was determined that you

24 would be the person that that read the statement

25 There was group meeting held which was
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MR WRIGHT Calls for date

THE CuURI Right

MR WRIGHT Im objecting

THE COURT Well he just said there was group

meetino When was tne group meeting

MS WECKER1Y Right

THE WITNESS dont recall the exact day It was

in 2008

BY MS WECKEREY

10 Do you know how many days before the the

11 press conference uh0t meeting was

12 Approximately five or six days

13 Okay

14 THE COURT Who was present at the meeting

15 THE WITNESS came in at the tail end of the

16 meeting

17 BY MS WECKERLY

18 And why were you late

19 Becise was

20 MR WRIGHT Who

21 THE WITNESS driving

22 MR WRIGHT Objection The question is who was

23 present

24 THE COURT Right So you came in at the tail end

25 and when you walk in to the meeting who all
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THE WITNESS The doctors

THE CoURT was there All of toe doctor

partners All

THE WITNESS As far as know

THE COURT 15 or whatever

THE WITNESS yes

THE COURT Okay And was Or Desai at the meeting

THE ITNESS Yes

THE COURT And where did this rreeting take place

10 THE WITNESS At the Rainbow nd Ognendo office

11 THE COURT All right Go on

12 BY MS WECKERLY

13 And why were you late

14 MR WRIGHT obect

15 THE COURT Relevance

16 MR WRIGHT Yes

17 BY MS WEKERLY

18 Well were you rhe last one at the meeting

19 wac the last one at ftc meeting

20 Were you there when the meeting started or

21 dio

22 was not

23 Okay So were mean did it you caine

24 in at some point after it started

25 Yes
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THE COURT Sure

Of record bench conference

THE COURT All right Ms Weckerly can ask the

MS WECKERLY Thank you

BY MS WECKERLY

So Dr Carrera why why was it that you

were late to the meeting

Because was out of town was drivino

between St George and Las Vegas

Was the meeting did you know about it Was

it scheduled Did you know about it prior to the day you

actually arrive at it

No did not

Okay Whct time was it

It was at night

Oay You eventually get to the location ot

and you said it was at the Rainoow offices

Rainbow and Oguendo yes

Who was present at the meeting

From my brief observation all the physician

the group
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Okay And that woulo be including Dr Desai

Yes he was

The the statement that you ultimately read

at the press conference

Yes

was tbet discussed at this meeting

The specifics of the statement were not but

-he statement was discussed yes

Was there from only from Dr Desai was

10 -here any statements regarding from Dr Desai who should be

11 -he person to read the statement

12 Yes

i3 What did Dr Desai say about who should read

14 The statement

15 That should read it

16 And what was Dr Desais reason for you being

17 he crc to read the statement

18 There was more than one reason stated

19 What from Dr Desai wbet were the reasons

20 ho stated

21 He stated because hs ejection fraction was

22 dropping meaning he had cardiac or heart problem And that

23 his doctor his treatrg doctor had advised him not to give

24 the statement himself

25 Okay Did Dr Desa offer any other reasons
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as to why you should he the person to read the statement

He stated that it should not be Dr Carrol

because Dr Carrol was involved in tfe Rexford case which is

malpractice trial Fe stated that it should not be Dr

Shaxma because Dr Sharma was on the State Board of Health and

it didnt he didnt want it to seem that Dr Sharma was

using hs position to influence pubic opinion He also

stated that Dr Fans flat out refused to give the statement

Okay Did Dr Desa say anything else him

10 personally about you beng the one to read the statement

11 There were various rationalizations offered

12 one being that he thoucht was not controversial individual

13 and would be well received

14 All rlcht Any other thing that you remember

15 that Dr Desai said

16 Dr Desal per se no

17 Okay Did Dr Desai agree to be present when

18 you read the statement

19 Yes he did

20 MR WRIGHT Foundation

21 BY MS WECKERLY

22 Was it at the at this pre meeting or

23 pre press conference meeting did Dr Desai talk to you about

24 whether or not hed be present while you read the statement

25 At tne very last moment he said he didnt feel
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well so he wasnt going to go

MR WRIGHT This is

THE COURT Is this at the

MR WRIGHT at this meeting

THE COURT meeting or was this right before

-his

THE WITNESS Just before the press onfererce

THE COURT Okay And who

MR WRIGHT Foundation

10 THE COURT Im who wrote maybe Ms vJeckeriy

11 will get to the content so wont ask the guestion

12 BY MS WECKERLY

13 Well before the press conference occurs at

14 this meeting at Rainbow does Dr Desai make any statemerts to

15 you about whether or not he will be present while too read tke

16 sttement

17 At the meeting several days before

18 Okay

19 jumped ahead Irr sorry

20 Thats okay

21 But at the meetinq several days before

22 MR WRIGHT Object Founoation

23 THE COURT Well were getting there

24 MR WRIGHT Okay Several days before

25 THE COURT Several days before the press
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conference

THE WITNESS Before the press conference

THE COURT Okay So as understand your

testimony correct me if Im wrong there is the meeting on

Rainbow that you get to last And then is there subseguent

meeting prior to the press conference

THE WITNESS Yes

THE COURT And where and when did that meeting

occur

10 THE WITNESS Shadow Lane

11 THE COURT And how mani and you said that was

12 few days before the press conference

13 THE WITNESS It was the Shadow Lane meeting was

14 immediately before the press conference

15 THE COURT Okay And who was present at that

16 Shadow Lane meeting

17 THE WITNESS Dr Desai was there Dr Carrol was

18 here Dr Nayyar was there Ane Vigil who is an attorney with

19 Lewis and Roca was there

20 THE COURT All right

21 THE WITNESS And there were various individuals

22 from RR Partners there

23 THE COURT All right And did RR Partners draft

24 the statement or did they write the statement

25 THE WITNESS It was written by three entities RR
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Partners Dr Carrol and by Abe Vigil

THE CoURT Im sorry

THE WITNESS Abe Vigil Lewis and Roca

THE COURT Okay So your lawyer also helped with

the statement

THE WITNESS My understanoing is yes

THE COURT Okay

Co on Ms Weckerly and just be mindful tha we

since the lawyers are there dont know if any of this is

10 going to get into privileged commun cation

11 MS WECKERLY Okay

12 HI MS WECKERLY

13 At that at that meeting you said RR

14 Partners was there

15 Yes

16 THE COURT Oh thats true Im sorry

17 HI MS WECKERLY

18 Who who are they

19 They are public relations firm

20 Okay Theyre not awyers

21 To my knowledge they are not

22 Okcay So at that meeting does Dr Desai

23 personally tell you whether hell be present at the press

24 conference

25 insist had asked why Dr Desai couldnt
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give the coament the statement himself amd was talc that

itwas

MR WRIGHT Is this

THE WITNESS health reasors

MR WRIGHT Foundation Is this the same meetinc

THE COURT Im assuming were talking about the

same meeting

BY MS WECKERLY

At ttUs meeting

10 Yes

11 do you have conversation with Dr Desai

12 about hm being present at the press conference

13 Yes

14 In that conversation with Dr Desai at tLis

15 meeting do you have do you ask him why he is not the one

16 givino the statement

17 That had happened before

18 Was that at the Rainbow meeting

19 That had happened before at our either in

20 our cfces or at RR Partners And it had happened witf

21 and Abe Vioil was involved in some of that too

22 Okay want to move to the the meetina

23 right right before the press conference so sort of back

24 where we were

25 Okay Irnmediatel3i before
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Immediately before Do ycu have

conversation with Dr Desai about whether hes able to atteno

the press conference

Yes He told me that he was not feeling well

so therefore he would rot attelOxc4

How long before the press conference was

was that conversation with Dr Des

Immedately We were getting ready to go It

was decided that Dr Carrol and Dr Nayyar arid Dr Desai

10 would

11 MR WRIGHT Objection to tte decision Foundcitions

12 for this Id like to know what Dr Desai

13 THE COURT All right Well

14 BY MS WECKERLY

15 When Dr Desai you said Dr Desai has

16 corversation with you immediately before the press corference

17 where he says

18 Yes

19 hes unable to attenc When you what

20 does immediate mean How long before the press conference was

21 that

22 As we were preparing to go to the Health

23 District offices on Shadow Lane

24 THE COURT Now when Dr Desi says he doesnt feel

25 well ne doesnt want to be at the press conference is
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everybody still there in the room meanino the other

physicians and the RR people and the wyer trom Lewis and

Roca

THE WITNESS Yes

BY MS WECKERLY

And when he says that oo you sdy dnything in

response

Im stunned dcnt krow what to say

Okay And so is it oo you just say

10 nothing

11 Thats correct

12 Eventually you go to the press conference

13 Yes

14 Which ooctors were present at the press

15 conference

16 Clifford Carrol and Sanjdy Nayya

17 Thats Dr Nayyar

18 Dr Nayyar

19 You read the statement and think the Judge

20 asked you about that that was written by torec other

21 entities

22 Yes that is correct

23 Had you approved that statement or had you

24 read it before

25 had read it before
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And cbo you have input into its content

h0d no constructive input into its content

Somet me sometime after the after that

press conference did the doctors ever meet again

Yes

how lorg after that

Irimedately

The same day

Immedately after the conference

10 Ocoy So that would be the same day or

11 Yes

12 Ocay Who who was present at that meeting

13 Dr Desai and various other physician

14 partners

15 Ocay Were any

16 MR WRIGHT Foundation Location Location

17 MS WECKERLY cet it just want to he able to

18 ask the question first

19 BY MS WECKERLY

20 Where oid tiat meeting take place

21 700 Shadow Lane

22 Oay Where in Shadow Lane was that

23 The corference room on the first floor

24 Okay And the doctors are there its in

25 Shadow Lane and its immediately after the press conference
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details

Yes

Dr Desa is there

Yes

Does he soy dnything about whats happened

Im sure he did but dont recall exact

Okay At tAlt meeting you you are the one

reao this statement correct

Yes

Do you well let me ask it this way After

is there any other meeting with the with all

and Dr Desai

who has just

that meeting

of the doctors

Yes

How lorg 0fter how many like in days

days after the press conference is that meeting

Within few ddys

Okay Where does that meeting take place

At trio law office of Alan Sklar

And who is present at tYat meeting

Physician partners includinq Dr Desai

Was was RR Partners the PR people there

Not that recall

Were any was anyore besides the the

physician partners present
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Various attorneys

Arid whose whose attorneys were those

They were corporate attorneys meaning Abe

Vicil believe Mr Wright was there believe Ms Stanish

was there

MS WECKERLY Can have the Courts induloence or

one seccnd

THE COURT Sure

MR WRIGHT Can we approach the bench

10 THE COURT Well let let sure

II Of record bench conference

12 THE COURT All right Any conversations that

13 occurred at that meetng since its the partners and the

14 attorneys would be covered by the attorney client privilege

15 ano absolutely cannot be questioned about And so the State

16 needs to move on because you cannot ask about the content of

17 privileged communicatons

18 BY MS WECKERLY

19 After well after all this after the

20 press ccnference quess so well set the time period in

21 2008 dd you face disciplinary action or have action taken

22 ago inst you by the medical board

23 Yes did

24 When when was that

25 It ran for period of time It commenced in
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April 2008

And your as you sit here today your

license has been restored

Yes completely

When tYe Las Vegas Metropolitan Police

Department and the FB were investigating tflis case you

recall that time perioc

Yes

Did you reach an immunity agreement regarding

10 providing information in the case

11 Yes

12 And do you remember when that was

13 Not exactly

14 Whats your understanding of your obligation

15 according to that agreement

16 To tell the truth ann nothing but the truth

17 And what do you get in exchange for that

18 was civen immunity

19 From prosecution

20 From prosecution yes

21 Thank you

22 MS WECKEPJY Ill pass the witness

23 THE COURT All right Maybe we should take our

24 lunch break now Ill see counsel up here

25 Of record bench conference
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THE COURT Ladies and gentlemen were going to go

aheaa and take our loncti break Well go aHead aria be in

recess until 120 for the lunch break

During the lunch break you are reminded that youre

not to discuss the case or anything relating to the case witH

eacL other or with anyone else Youre not to read watch or

lsten to any reports of or coriwnentaries on the case person

or subject matter relating to the case by any medium of

informdtion You are not to do any independent research by

10 waxy of the internet or any other medium and youre not to

11 form or express an opnion on the trial

12 would also note that if any of you have

13 inbavertently heard through the media report of this or if

14 someone has tried to talk to you about the case or anything

1R like that just please inform my baliff you know privately

16 sometime during the break

17 Notepaos in your chairs ano follow Kenny throuoh toe

18 reun door Well see you back after lunch

19 Jury recessed at 1154 a.m

20 THE COURT Youre excused Doctor fun the lunch

21 break Just aoain dont discuss your testimony with anyone

22 else Make sure youre back you know get back few

23 minutes before 120 so we can make sure we can star right on

24 time

25 THE WIThESS Thank you
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Outside the presence of the witness

THE COURT Al right Mi Wright you wanted to

note your objection that you made at the bench on the record

correct

MR WRIGHT Yes

THE COURT All right Go ahead

MR WRIGHT think what happened here is

there is this press conference thing that the State is using

for consciousness of gui and think they are also

10 establishing consciousress of guilt because they had retained

11 right after the press conference Marcaret Stanish and Richard

12 Wright And that was brought before the jury improperly by

13 the prosecution They knew it was privileged That came out

14 in the Metro interview or Grand Jury Metro interview and

15 even at that time Pitaro stopped it as privileged in the Metro

16 interview

17 Now tell me why was that brought out that they had

18 lawyered up and what Is the relevance of it forcing me to

19 step forward stop it object and you having to say its

20 privileged and now the jury wonder ng about this conspiracy

21 THE COURT Well and just to clarify the record at

22 the bench Mr Wright requested cave the option of an

23 instruction informing everyone that that was privileged and

24 prohibiting the State from inquiring further into it or doing

25 nothing You opted for that sort of stdtement or instruction
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And you had additionally askeo that the Court to

advise the jury or admonist the jury that guess advise

would be the better word that the State ad committed

misconduct in asking the question The Court at that point

refused to give the sort of misconduct instruction Is that

correct

MR WRIGHT Yes

THE COURT synopsis of what occurred at the

bench

10 MR WRIGHT Yes

11 THE COURT All right

12 State

13 MS WECKERLY My recollection differs slightly

14 dont think anyone had to step forward think when

1R established who the participants were at the meeting asked

16 the Cocrt if could have the Courts ndulgence My ppose

17 in asking who was at the meeting was my belief that RR

18 Partners was present as well as other individuals outside of

19 the attorney client privilege

20 If that had been the case its the States position

21 hat tne communications would not have been privileged and

22 anything Desai said at that meeting would have been

23 admissible When he did not describe RR Partners as being

24 present or couldnt secure anyone else then left the

25 opic aone And dont think anything about that is
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improper

MR WRIGHT And what

THE COURT Let me ask this On the issue of

whether or not you knew in advance that RR Partners wasnt

present and it was jast the lawyers and the partners

MS WECKERLY thought tfey were present

THE COURT Eecuse Mr Wright is saying

MR WRIGHT Who

THE COURT no it was clear

10 MS WECKERLY RR
11 THE COURT from the Metro statement and the

12 Crnd Jury transoript and offhand dont know whats in

13 that or not in that So cant opne RL this point But Mr

14 Wright as understano it is saying that you knew or should

15 have known that the only people at the meeting were partners

16 ano lawyers not RR or anybody else And what does the State

17 say to that assertion

18 MS WECKERLY We we thought tney were present at

19 th0t meeting tried to get him to say that He diont

20 MR WRIGHT How could you think that

21 MS WECKERLY Because they were present at bunc

22 of meetings

23 MR WRIGHT No In the Metro statement when Pitaro

24 shuts it down

25 MS WECKERLY No there
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MR WRIGHT how did you think that

MS WECKERIY Because theres

MR WRIGHT and what did you intend to elicit

from that

MS WECKERLY Because if RR was present what

Desai said would not

MR WRIGHT What did he say

MS WECKERLY be privleged He said that he

wasnt he wasrt concerned he was going to he fine and

10 patient hadnt died so it wasnt going to be big deal

11 MR WRIGHT And how do you know that

12 MS WECKERLY From talkino to the witness

13 MR WRIGHT When

14 MS WECKERLY This mornino

15 MR WRIGHT Okay didnt see that in any

16 statement and didnt know you breached attorney client

17 privilege until rioht now

18 MR STAUDAHER We didnt breach attorney client

19 privilege

20 MR WRIGHT Pitaro

21 MR STAUDAHER That that actually took place

22 THE COURT Its not their

23 MR STAUDAI-IER at the

24 THE COURT privilege to breach

25 MS STANISH Now were witnesses
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THE COURT Mr

MR WRIGHT Its not

THE COURT Well its look Dr 0arera wanted

to breach the privilege Now obvious hes not the sole

holder of the privilege so he cant ect tc waive the

privilege Whether or not he knows that dont know But

clearly hes not the sole holder of tte privilege So if he

was truen if he were he could no could iaive it He

doesnt have the ability to waive that prvilene were all in

10 agreement because its shared prvilege among all of the

11 partners

12 Now getting to Ms Weckerlys conduct well of

13 course

14 MR WRIGHT But how

15 THE COURT its shared privilecie

16 MR WRIGHT agree But how arc hearing this for

17 the first time right now statement my client made that you

18 have knowledge of and didnt even know dtout it

19 MS WECKERLY He told us that we met with Mr

20 Pitaro and Carrera ths morning

21 MR WRIGHT And you heard

22 THE COURT So Tom Pitaro

23 MR WRIGHT statement

24 THE COURT is sitting there

25 MR WRIGHT of my client
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MS WECKERLV Yes

MR WRIGHT and didnt reveal it to me

MS STANISH Arid now ard now us defense

attorneys are witnesses

MS WECKEPIY Well the statement didnt come in

MR WRIGHT Well do you understard tie rules of

discovery

MS WECKERLY do

MR WRIGHT Oky Why dcxnt krow about it

10 MS WECKERLY Well we

11 MR WRIGHT could have walked right in this

12 thing and you were setting me up

13 MR STAUDAHER Actually if youre oresent at the

14 meeting you would

15 MS WECKERLY You know about it

16 MR STAUDAHER then know about it

17 MR WRIGHT Present at

18 MS WECKERLY You would have hedro

19 MR STAUDAHER If youre talking

20 MS WECKERLY the statemert

21 MR STAUDAHER about this meetinci and did

22 you

23 MR WRIGHT What did

24 MR STAUDAHER not just sy

25 MR WRIGHT They invaded the
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MR STAUDA-IER that this happened

THE COURT Okay

MR WRIGHT want

THE COURT First of all

MR WRIGHT mistrial also

THE COURT Okay First of all number one whether

or not the defense kncw or doesnt know or should have known

or may hdve knowr about statement noes not alleviate the

States responsibility to turn the statement over in

10 discovery So Im were clear on that arid you folks know

11 that You cant say oh we didnt turn over these statements

12 because you ought to hdve known about it Thats not the

13 standard

14 Now when the statement was reveeled this morning

15 you know Dr Carreras l0wver Mr Pitaro was there

16 Apparently Mr Pitaro cidnt feel concerned enough about the

17 privilege to say anything at that point in time when there was

18 guestioning

19 think the State once you knew and intended to

20 elicit the statement you should have pulled Mr Wright and

21 Ms Stansh aside end tnid and Mr Santacroce too and told

22 them or at least Mr Wright arid Ms Stanish at minimum and

23 told them that hey we just learned of this statement from

24 your client Dr Desai at this meetinc And think that was

25 your obligation and you didnt do it regardless of whether or
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not they were at the meeting arid may have known about the

statement because maybe they dont think the statement

happened Or maybe

MR WRIGHT It didnt happen

THE COURT Well you know either way it doesnt

absolve you of your duty So you should have done rhat you

should have told them about the statement particularly when

you intended to elicit the testimony on the statement

So dont see this point good excuse for not

10 pulling them aside ahead of time We didrrt start rioht on

11 Time because we were waiting for two jurors so there was

12 plenty of time this morning You were all here in your places

13 when we were set to start and the State could have easily

14 pulled them to the side and told them about the statement

15 At that point in time Mr Wrioht and Ms Stanish

16 could have said whoa this is privileged communication and

17 you coc have found out who was there You know if you

18 diGnt for some reason believe them that it was only them

19 here you could have talked to the witress out of everybodys

20 presence or we could have hauled him in and could have

21 asked nm who was present at the meetino before we ever

22 brought the jury in and before anybooy heard anything about

23 this meeting

24 So really dont understand why once you knew

25 about it and once you intended to use it you didnt inform
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hem about it You Know recognize you know know myself

as prosecutor many times you near new information you

know when youre pretriiirg right you know that was in

nothing But that again thats not urusual dont see

anything wrong with thdt because that happens all the time

But thinK once you knew about the statement and

intended to use cu should have told them given them

heads up and like said this who ssue of privileged or

not privileged could have been reso ved before the jury was

10 ever brought in So dont know if you want to address why

11 that wasnt done but frnkiy dont think it should

12 have been

13 MS WECKERJY you know think it should have

14 been We have been dome that Weve had witnesses that

15 weve alerted rhem to that hdve said you know didnt see

16 anything wrong at the clinic or there ws another statement

17 cht we had atrbuted to Desai that we emailed them about

18 because we learned ocut it in pretrl assumed they

19 ano understand my obligation

20 THE COURT Right

21 MS WECKERU is tell them

22 THE COURT mean its still your obligation

23 because again tce statement may never have occurred

24 according to their recollection so right there they would

25 need to know and even if it did occur and even if they
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agree ts not the defenses duty It doesnt absolve

anynody of their obligations to disolose things beoause oh

well we think you already knew about it mean thats not

and again you know they they their position may be

mit never happered

MR WRIGHT Right And

THE COURT Or if it did happen you know you never

know Was that whispered aside thing when somebody else was

al ng that they didnt hear mean theres million ways

10 ht something oan ooour in meeting that somebody is not

11 ooonzant of who was at that very same meeting

12 So on the issue of mistrial dont see the

13 prejudice that we have to declare mistrial here First of

14 all you know she asked about the meeting The jury was

1C advised its privileged

16 MR WRIGHT Okay Whats the

17 THE COURT The Court advised the State hey you

18 cant dsk abou this its privilegeo And there have been

19 other t3mes that privilege has come up where Ive said to

20 wtnesses okay that might be privleged ycu don need to

21 you dont need to talk about that

22 On the assertion that somehow he lawyered up

23 MR WRIGHT He did

24 THE COURT mean get that and thats

25 prejudicial because he lawyered up and
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WRIGHT And points at us

CuURT didnt reca the witness pointing at

you

WRIGHT He stand Stanish and Wright

STANISH He said our names

COURT Did he physically point at you or did

he

WRIGHT Well think they know who we are

COURT Well okay mean thought when you

said

MS STANISH It was positive

THE COURT Look this is

MS STANISH identification

THE COURT written transcript And when its

reviewed you used the word point And so our Nevada Supreme

Court it ever gets there are they going to think the

witness said like they would to defendant Richard Wright

ano Yroaret Samish pointing want it clear on the record

-hat tcat ddnt occur

MR WRIGHT Correct never

THE COURT That it was lust

MR WRIGHT That was fcrure of speech

THE COURT Okay Well to me it makes it worse if

somehow he pointed at you as if you were defendan sitting

there so
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MR WRIGHT wasnt intending

THE COURT wanted to clarity

MR WRIGHT to leave that iripression

THE COURT Okay Well just you know the

written record is often very differert from what we all

understood happened in court and the dynamics and whatnot

MR SANTACROCE Your Honor need to make

THE COURT just dont see the prejudice there

truthfully mean to me understano your argument but

10 really dont believe that the jur9 going to sit there and

11 think oh wow you know he lawyered up with criminal defense

12 lawyers right away as opposed to Lewis and Roca

13 And they dont know you know Lewis Roca do they

14 have criminal branch or its strictly civil mean just

15 dont see that there is that much prejudice there that the

16 jury is going to think wow they knew about their guilt and

17 so they went out and hired Margaret Stanish and Richard Wriqnt

18 as opposed to just having their corporate counsel present

19 mean thats essentially your argument as understano that

20 MR WRIGHT Thats correct thats my argument

21 because thats what was lcid out there and then we sUit it

22 down its privileged they cant talk about it So now the

23 jury knows there was some meeting that took place with me and

24 Margaret representing Dr Desai and they cant know what went

25 on at the meeting How could that even have all been brought
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out and before the jury

MR STAUDAHER He didnt say anything about WI

represented whom He just said that Ms Staxiish was present

at the meeting

MR WRIGHT Oh

MS STANISH Right

MR WRIGHT So they thougit

MR STAUDAHER understard that but Im saying

tdnt there was lot of people present ct toe meeting When

10 she went through that whole issue it was again there were

11 other attorneys present but clearly this this witness here

12 was present If this witness here present hes not

13 represented criminally at all in the case axid hes certainly

14 not represented by these two attorneys

15 THE COURT Well and thats Mr Wrights point

16 Mr Wrights point is you know if Dr Desai didnt think

17 hes maybe done something criminal then why would he have

18 hired leading criminal defense lawyers to sit in at this

19 meeting where you already have Lewis anc Roca who by the

20 way wasnt corporate counsel because corporate counsel is

21 Skiar and Williams Weve alreadi hearc throuch other

22 MR WRIGHT No they they were corporate

23 MR STAUDAHER They were there at the meeting as

24 well apparently

25 THE COURT Right Well Im saying the testimony
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up until this point has been their corporate counsel was Sklar

and Willicixris Nuw all uf the sudden were hearing abuut new

corporate counsel Lewis and Roca who may or may not have

been brought in once the crisis erupted

Because the previous testimony as heard it was

no it was all Sklar and Williams was the corporate counsel

Now were heailno this is just kind of an aside commert

now were hearinc about new civil counsel being brought in

Ann dont know if that was through their insurance carrier

10 or just just they were strictly corporate dont know

11 But mean the issue Mr Wright is clearly

12 well is the prejudice or potential prejudice against your

13 client so great that we need to declare mistrial ano tlat

14 hes denied his right to fair trial by the fact that

15 meeting occurred and tfere was criminal defense counsel as

16 well as corporate counsel ard you know various partrers were

17 present at the meeting

18 MS STANISH Your Honor if may dont feel

19 that the jury is so ignorant that they cant put two and two

20 tocether This meetino that occurred at Attorney Sklars

21 office was brought out and was in the wake of that press

22 corference which the DA has stated as their stated at the

23 bench dont know if its been made matter of record but

24 they wanted to get into the press conference to show that Dr

25 Desai was conscious of his gntilt and therefore compelled Dr
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Carrera to make the press statement Arid then few days

later theis Mr Wright nd sittrg in nting with uthr

attorneys and with the various doctors

Thats prejudicial Thats going to hang over this

jury and basically put criminal defense attorne3s in some kind

of conspiracy or somethinq just just feel its

something that you cant just force the elephant out of the

room at this point Ard it is just outrageous that tfis issue

was even raised in light of the knowledge of the DA on this

10 THE COURT Well Fm kind of wondering this is

11 just an aside but Fm kind of wondering why when Dr Carrer0

12 mean understano Mr Pitaro is there to protect Dr

13 Carreras interests but Im kind of curious then why Mr

14 Pitaro didnt say weul this would be privileged

15 communication mean get his loyalty is solely to Dr

16 Carrera not to Dr Desa not to the pdrtners so he may not

17 have cared frankly But it could be construed two ways

18 It could be that you know again his his sole

19 allegiance as it should be is to Dr Carrera So thats one

20 interpretation of why nothing was said The second

21 interpretation of why rothing was said is because it wasnt

22 privileged meeting because you had RR
23 Now understand from the bench that the defenses

24 position is oh well RR were working for the defense But

25 to me press releases and public relatons doing come unoer
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the umbrella of attorney client privilene tee way an

investigator would or jury consultant or other thinos

mean to me now youre getting really brirning you

know getting really nto tangentia Beuruse dont think

youre going to tell your press people we this is what

really happened but spin it so that you know we looK oood

in the public

mean to me its an asoe kind cf an entity you

know who is functioning a5 public relations press ann you

10 know would have to look see if theres any case law on

11 this but Im not aware of that privileoe beng extenned to

12 cover somebody who is functioning in th0t role dealirg with

13 the meda and essentially you know think he they

14 would have written it

15 The lawyer going to look it over to make sure

16 there is no admissions in there or arythino that could be used

17 civilly probably was their primary focus or riminally

18 against you know aoainst the prdctioe groun And so you

19 know thats

20 MR WRIGHT Id just ike

21 THE COURT kind of where we are on the mistrial

22 MR WRIGHT understand Id list like to point

23 out was totally blindsided on this

24 THE COURT believe you

25 MR WRIGHT knew this witness from my
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judent is vinoictive and snake My words And so said

want to ne careful with tnis witness asked in limine

dont bring out Learsay Watch him Hes snake getting

remiy to nounce My characterization of it

And so was on my toes on this had no idea they

were gong to go cc this lawyer meeting micause when it caine

up in the Metrc interview it wasnt explored Pitaro shut it

down cs dttorney client privilege aid they abided by it and

they knew it wds privlened

10 So wher when was jumping and squawking about

11 the press conference and stuff wasnt fearing they were

12 going tc go in chic meeting thought tfley were going to

13 bring out hear sa about what happenec about why so and so

14 didnt go And so didnt have any idea And dont know

15 how that wdsrc conscious decision by the State Metro

16 in the Metro satement its it was privileged by Pitaro and

17 you cant go in there

18 And so now tfey they intentionally tried to bring

19 it out dnd knowing thdt they expected the witness to say

20 sometling darnaginc didnt know about Thats misconduct

21 Judqe can cant spin it any other way

22 MR STAUDAHER Your Honor if if may just

23 for moment

24 THE COURT Well lets hear from Mr Santacroce

25 ano then the State can respond And you know think its
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rellyMs Weckerly who needs to respono because its Ms

WecKerly who asked tne question and its wiat Ms Weckerly

you know what she was doing not you know both you Know

Ms Weckerly you know Ms Weckerly is the one who asked

he question and so think its her duty to resp nd

Again the analysis isnt recesscrily whe her or not

she should have done it The analysis is okdy it was done

There has been an instruction given by the Ccuit You know

the Court tried to convey to Ms Weckerlu dont gu here This

10 is privleged And so you know havinu doue that 3ou know

11 is is this so prejuoicial that we have to declare

12 mistria Thats really you know the oniy issue ut this

13 point

14 Mr Santacroce

15 MR SANTACROCE For the recoro Ycur Honor

16 THE COURT And how deliberate wcs it You Know

17 dio she have good faith belief at the time she asiceo the

18 question that RR Advertising was there And aooin in my

19 view if theyre there its not privileged orrmunication

20 And she asked about another meeting where tue ourt

21 erroneously had forqotten they were there cud sad his may be

22 privileged And then Ms Weckerly In the immediate meeting

23 before that said was RR Partners there who else was there

24 And he said RR Partners then she asked the question about

25 the meeting
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Arid he Court think said oh yeah thats right

that tney were trere so it woudmt be privileged So that

had already happened one tiire where conversation came in

about meeting with awyers and RR Advertising and the

partners Arid so its not like it just that whole issue of

whether or not that maoe it privileged if then if they were

there came out of left field because we just had prior

meeting where Theyre there ano theyre allowed to talk about

it

10 Mr Sartacroce

11 THE RECORDER If he could come to the counsel table

12 or the lectern please

13 THE COURT Oh the court recorder is having trouble

14 hearing so woulo ou just stand at the lectern

15 MR SANTACROCE For the record just want to join

16 in Mr Wrights motion and objection Arid would remind the

17 Court that this is now the second defense motion for

18 objection for prosecutoril misconduct And think its now

19 becoming cumulative

20 And Iil also remind the Court that theres two

21 people on trial here dnd the taint that is qiven to the

22 doctor is spilling over nto Mr Lakemans right to fair and

23 impartial trial There are conspiracy allegations in the

24 indictment and dont care what kind of cautionary

25 instruction you oive the jury The fact is is that any of the
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misconduct taint that Goes to Dr Desai inures to Mr

Lakeman

And for those reasons have to oin in Mr Wrights

motion regrettably because dont want to see mistrial

want ths matter to go forward But think at this point the

damage has been oone We are now getting cumulative

misconduct by -he prosecuticn where 0t what point does it

not become harmless

THE COURT Well Mr dont see any prejudice

10 at all really to Mr Lakemman mean the whole idea fere

11 has been you know its Dr Desai and hes you know

12 directing eveiybody mdnpulating everyone You know these

13 doctors even Dr Carrera is you know so whatever

14 intimidated or that hes going to be the front man on this

15 on this thing

16 And so to me if Dr Desai is so you know if

17 you accept Mr Wrights theory which not necessarily

18 accepting tha Dr Desa is sc cognizart of his giilt that he

19 rushes out to hire lawyers mean just dont see that

20 as terrbly prejudicial dganst Mr Lakeman And understami

21 your theory is kind of your defense is multifaceted One

22 is that it didnt come from the propofol It would have come

23 from another agent

24 But then tueres also you know Mr Lakeman is

25 just an employee He had no authority over anybody Hes
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making buck twenty year when these doctors are making you

know million and you know lets double that That

mans Desai is making at least million bat who knows

because nobody botherec to request an accounting during the

fime tas was all goinc on Maybe there has subsequently been

an accounting dont know

You know so think that thats not inconsistent

wth your theory that Mr Lakeman is just you know kino of

lke dong what everybody is told what hes been told by Dr

10 Desai who is mean according to the State

11 intimidating belittling people you know And the doctors

12 are even theytre going along with it And so you Know

13 whats Mr Lakeman to on if the physicians are going along

14 with tns And you know even to the point of Carrera

15 st0nding up at this press conference

16 So III dont see that if Dr Desai was cognizant of

17 guilt thats how you interpret that dont see that as

18 at prejudicial and it could even be construed the other

19 way You know its Desai Desai Desai and its just poor

20 Mr Lakeman happened to be the one ttat was involved witf the

21 ycu know the hepatitis infection that day You know so

22 can see that cutting both ways with respect to your client

23 Ms Weckerly you want to respond

24 MS WECKERLY Yes With regard to Im assuming

25 Mr Santacroces reference is to Mr Mathahs Arid believe
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he Cort took measures that Mr Mathahs there was no

conwnunication with him that he was breach ot his protter

And believe even after Mr Mathahs testimony Mr

Wright of all people acknowledged that there was no

comunicdtion with him And because his testimony didnt

ch0nge the-e wasnt any indication that there was

intirridation applied to Mr Mathahs in order to try to

influece his testimony to conform to the proffer So

me0n cumulative that was zero in my mind

10 In this situation can honestly tell the Court

11 Thouoht RR Partners was at the meeting There were several

12 meetings that The doctor partners had with various individuals

13 in order to gmess address what they thought was potential

14 civil ltigation in the case And that were the case and

15 otYer people were present there is no there is no

16 privilege

17 acknowledge to the Court that it would be an error

18 no ict statement that we did not inform counsel about

19 but that statement didnt come in know were under or

20 obligat or to do that We have done that in other instances

21 That is an oversioht agree with them on that

22 dont see the remedy though as as

23 mistria though because it didnt come in So mean

24 dont know wha the what the effect was So mean based

25 on that dont think theres enough to warrant mistrial
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THE COURT dont think so either mean again

heres the thing The statement didnt come in so tie sole

ground would be an inference of Dr Dean being knowledgeable

of his guilt that the jury would say oh well he must be

guilty because he lawyered up

You know conversely Dr Desai was smart because

wdnt happened He gets charged criminally you know ano so

we know hes charged criminally We know he had to hire

criminal defense lawyer And the timing of that dont see

10 as terribly prejudicial because you know Dr Desai could

11 have seen the handwriting on the wa the way this was going

12 the sort of frenzy in the media the rush to judgment

13 And think anybody in that situation might have

14 said gee you know better better get my own lawyer

15 here to protect my interests beyond the partnership and beyond

16 what the civil lawyers who frankly they dont know beans

17 in my experience about criminal law and you know may have

18 even advised Dr Desai and others who by the way they all

19 had their lawyers too who have beef sitting in the courtroom

20 for these other physicians and thats cone out We know Dr

21 Carrol had dont remember who

22 MS WECKERLY Mr Kreitlein

23 THE COURT Mr ICreitlein We know that Vishvinder

24 Sharma had Dominic Gentile

25 MR WRIGHT Of course They all got immunity
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THE COURT Well Im just saying

MR STAUDAHER Vishvinder Sharma didnt get

iriununity

THE COURT We know that this guy well we

havent heard anything But we know these other doctors dll

got prominent criminal defense lawyers to represent tieir

interest

So all Im saying is dont see tha oh he

must have known he was guilty when it cdn just as easily be

10 interpreted gee Dr Desai is smart man and there is

11 frenzy in the media and theyre out to crucify this clinic

12 You know he could think about it that way and gee better

13 just not rely on these corporate people who spend all their

14 time looking at contracts better get real lawyer who

15 knows the ins and outs of of criminal investigation

16 So dont see that it in summation dont see

17 that the guestion that elicited the testimony about meering

18 where ccrporate counsel and Mr Wright and Ms Stanisf were

19 present rises to the level of prejudice that justifies the

20 Court declaring mistrial at this point

21 MR WRIGHT Im not going to reargue it just

22 couple of additional points RR was retained by coursel

23 okay and they are within the privilege whether get CPA

24 private investigator or anything else have RR and

25 Rogich Communications retained for by me for clients right
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now And its done frequently and they are within the

privilege

Additionally Im this is so blindsiding to me

because Mr Carrera is lying about the meeting okay TYere

there was no discussion at this meeting

MR STAUDAHER Thats exactly why we think it was

wth RR Partners because if its with his meeting mean

tbets where

THE COURT Well there was

10 MR STAUDAHER we went to

11 THE COURT only one meeting Dr Carrera said

12 that

13 MR STAUDAHER No no no

14 THE COURT No

15 MS WECKERLY No there were several

16 THE COURT Okay Wait Dont gang up on Mr

17 Wright number one And number two let Mr Wright continue

15 But its obviously the same meeting that Mr Wright was there

19 because the witness said Mr Wright and Ms Stanish were at

20 this meeting

21 MR WRIRUT Right And we dinnt

22 THE COURT So its obviously were all talking

23 about the same meeting And Mr you know is representing

24 as an officer of the court at this point that he didnt hear

25 such comment made is
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MR WRIGHT think was telling them how

investigations go Ann said dont discuss yu knw

specifics or anything explaining conflicts think Mr

Carrera has Mr Pitaro because was telling them lawyers and

making recommendations and everything

And there were not discussions like of any

doctor not Dr Desai not any of the others because SdiO

hey these things get nasty real fast You know dont be

talking you know get your own counsel and everything else

10 And so mean Im flabbergasted to hear that hes contendinc

11 that meaning Mr Carrera And would also like to know what

12 else was learned by the State this morning dont know about

13 THE COURT Well think at minimum at tYis point

14 disclose to Mr Wright what else was told to you about the

15 meeting

16 MS WECKERLY mean thats it and he can

17 certainly you know if he doesnt trust our

18 representations

19 MR WRIGHT didnt say that

20 MS WECKERLY Mr Pitaro was present the whole

21 time and he can ask you knov if he feels that was

22 incomplete he can certainly

23 MR WRIGHT Im not suggesting that mean is

24 there anything

25 MS WECKERLY No
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MR WRIGHT else What what did Mr Carrera

say tdnt he learned from these documents Ive never seen Do

you h0ve any idea

MS WECKERLY No

MR WRIGHT Okay Like what the result was when

he

MS WECKERLY No

MR WRIGHT saw this

MS WECKERLY We dont know

10 MR WRIGHT mean because this is new to me so

11 thought maybe that came up

12 MS WEGKERL No

13 MR WRIGHT So nothing else new didnt mear you

14 were incomplete on tHat But mean there isnt some other

15 thing

16 MS WEGKER1Y No

17 MR WRIGHT dont know tbout Im going to step

18 into

19 THE COURT All right Well dont know that we

20 need to say anythinc else at this point about what occurred

21 Im sure the ate is cong to be mindful of their continuing

22 obligation going forward

23 will say this if the statement had been admitted

24 dont think he point of the testimony at least my the

25 impressIon that the Gourt was left with which as Ive said in
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LAS VEGAS NEVADA WEDNESDAY FY 22 2013 930 A.M

Outside the presence of the jury

THE COURT Mr Wright you said out of the presence

of the jury that you had wanted to make moti

MR WRIGHT Yeah In the nature cf ff0-lion in

limine Dr Carrera in my judgment grect de0l of his

testimony before the Grand Jury was based upor hedrsdy or the

foundaton isnt clear Dr Carrera if he testifies the same

10 way here as he did in the Metro interview statement his

11 proffer and part of the Grand Jury hes extremely vindictive

12 ana mis lot of animosity towards Dr Desdi

13 It seemed to me he went out of his wdy even when

14 Scott Mitchell cautioned him this is hecrsay hed 5a3 it

15 anyway So Im going to ask the Court to ask the prosecutor

16 to lay the foundation properly on questions en the information

17 he intends to elicit just to cut down on the obje tiors

18 because

19 THE COURT Who will be doing the witness

20 MS WECKERLY am

21 THE COURT mean you know basically sometimes

22 they maybe you havent gotten there but you know did you

23 witness you know an arqument between Dr Desai and nurse

24 anesthetist Yes did Do you recall when that meeting

25 MS WECKERLY Sure
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THE COURT was approxOmately Blah Do you

recall where that meeting you know where that toUR

pURce Here And wiere were you in proximity to the you

know statement think thats sufficient for foundation

MS WECKERIIY Okay

THE COURT Ouviously she frst has to get out that

there was meeting or situation or ar argument or something

like that before she 0n lay foundation anout it urless you

want her to just lead you know directing your attention to

10 May of 2007 did you witness an argument at the clinic

11 think youd prefer if se said did you witness you know

12 confrontation or whatever its going to be tes testifying

13 about at the clinic When approximately was that You know

14 where dId that occur Who else was present You know where

15 were you in relation to what was transpiring if he wasnt

16 directly at the meetinc if he overheard something

17 Is that sufficiert Mr Wright

18 MR WRICET Yes

19 THE COURT think thdt would be sufficient So

20 just you know be minoful to do that and we can move througH

21 this

22 Now dont know specifically you know off the

23 top of my head what testimony youre concerned about that may

24 be hearsay

25 MR WRIGHT Well the it was replete for awhile
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am concerned He stated he didnt know of any omplaints

against Dr Desai un thu boa at the time uf befure thu

practice ended but sice he has learneo of them

MS WECKERLY Im not Im not planninc on askinu

him

MR WRIGHT Okay

THE COURT Yeah mean just be mindful no to

then open the door somehow on cross to qet into the coup dints

if she ooesnt get

10 MS WECKERLY Then might

11 THE COURT if she doesnt get into it So just

12 be mindful you know how you ask the guestiens Im sure you

13 would oe but since this has come up before iou know just ne

14 mindful on cross

15 And did Dr Carrera have any commplaints against him

16 MS WECKERLY Not that Im aware of

17 THE COURT Okay

18 MS WECKER1Y But mean havent lookeo

19 THE COURT Right mean Im ist saying if he

20 said oh was so great and all the pRtients loved me aid

21 MS WECKERLY dont

22 THE COURT everything like that

23 MS WECKERL Yeah Im not --

24 THE COURT that would

25 MS WECKERLY really asking tnat
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THE COURT Yeah that

MR WRIGHT Di Carruro WdS suspended fur yeer

and flaif

THE COURT Oh okay

MS WECKERU As result of this

MR WRIGHT atciht

THE COURT Okay

MR WRIGHT Rcjht

THE COURT So mean ke said Ms Weaterly is

10 going to be mindful to lay foundation

11 MS WECKERL Right

12 THE COURT Ann you know if snstain an objection

13 and he starts answerinc the question then Ill just say to

14 him Dr Carrera yoi need to not answer any questions to

15 which an objection has been sustainen And you know

16 MR WRIGHT An additiona matter at some point Id

17 like the Court to ask the jury if theyve heard any news or

18 rØd any stories There were sories acain in the paper

19 tooay Theres story evey day

20 THE COURT Tnee are stories in the paper every

21 day Weve fallen off the TV news havent seen anything

22 for

23 MR WRIGHT There was column of John

24 THE COURT John Smith about the

25 MR WRIGHT Smiths this morning would like
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to know if the jury rias read or hearo anything about the case

THE COURT Wed mean no me we tell Them every

day dont read or listen or wabch anything about the case

MR WRIGHT Riqht But we dont knov if tfey have

or havent mean in polte way mean just say this is

figh profile case

THE COURT .1 remind them

MR WRIGHT Have dli you

THE COURT 0oaln

10 MR WRIGHT Have dny of you read or heard anything

11 about the case is all want the answer to

12 THE COURT Well dont

13 MR WRIGHT dont see favorable stories in there

14 andl

15 THE COURT havent seer any favorable stories

16 either

17 MS WECKERLY dont mino if the CouTh admonishes

18 hem again bu4 dont

19 THE COURT Pm concerned

20 MS WECKERL like to say hey theres stuff

21 out there It just seems like youre invitinq Thouble

22 MR WRIGHT dont know any way to find out

23 whether or not they have been tainteo if one of them read it

24 or someone discussed it

25 THE COURT Well
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MR WRIGHT or said something

THE CoURT why today Because mean dont

think theres anything Every singie day there has been

reporting in the RJ except for maybe Sunday But every day

after court there Ls been articles in the RJ So why today

do we want to ail of the sudden highlight that there have en
articles in the RJ

MR WRIGHT said didnt want to highlight it

THE COURT Okay

10 MR WRIGHT Its just were couple of wees into

11 it and it highlighted to me because picked up the paper and

12 sow it dgain And so thought God hope the jury is not

13 none of them have read or heard about this And amd

14 THE COURT Yeah

15 MR WRIGHT the only way can know that is to

16 Inquire dnd just cot an assurance from thom that they have

17 boon lowino tYo Courts acimonitior Thats all Im

18 roquestnq

19 THE COURT Okay moan what dont want to do

20 Is now opon up liKe now jury you know what moan

21 solocticn abou roadino tho media and ovorythinq like that

22 moan agroo thoyro not supposed to road tho articles Wo

23 need to make sure thoyro following the admonition

24 What weve soon so far from the jurors the two

25 you know the juror who reported the misconduct and then tho
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10

11

12

13

in one by one ano

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

do you wcint me to do

MR WRIGHT

they

THE COURT

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

MR WRIGHT

Im not

qet into new

suggesting that

kind of jury selection What what

Whut are you suggesting

Im suggestino of the panel when

By show

At the

of hands has

At the end no At the end of one of

KARR REPORTING INC

juror who was contacteo on Facebook and ended the

cunvuJsdtiun rttudn what weve seen since we gut iid uf tne

sort of problematic juror is weve seen good juror conduct

Theyre followino the rules Theyre you know advising the

bailif You know the juror acted appropriately when she was

cortacted on Facebook about the case and ended the

conversQtion

So you know there has been nothing to suggest that

theyre not mindful especially since we had that last when

we excised he other juror So we can do that at some point

Ill certainly remind them you know again you cant read

the news you cart redd anything about this But you know

oont want to oet into like new you know bring them all

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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the recesses when you normally admonish them

THE COURT Right

MR WRIGHT Say have all of you adhered to this and

have you all not read any stories mean you just work it

in at the time youre admonishing If one of them has arc

says yeah then woc want to question that particular

juror But reac the story so thought of it Its

not

THE COURT Okay Well here is what

10 MR WRIGHT its not every case that has the

11 publicity

12 THE COURT understand that Heres what we can

13 do Remind them of the admonition and just tell them

14 dont want public display if someone has inadvertently re0d

something in front of the other jurors They might feel shy

16 about that will say you know if anyone has

17 inmivertently you know read something or someone has tried

18 contact you and talk about the case in ary way just rotify

19 the bdi iff and then he can tell me ard tnen we can bring

20 th0t person in individually Is that s0tisfactoy

21 MR WRIGHT Yes

22 THE COURT Is that fine with the State

23 MS WECKERLY dont think its necessary but

24 Ill submit it to the Court

25 THE COURT Yeah mean like said everything
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every indicator has been that theyre following the Courts

dirctivts dnd art cuiiscthntiuus dbOut duing su Su Im

MR WRIGHT Im worried about the one that read

something and didnt report it to the others and the only way

could know that is by asking

THE COURT All right Well

Aie they all here

THE MARSHAL Yes

THE COURT Al right Bring them in

10 Is Dr Carrera our first witness

11 MS WECKERL Yeah Hes

12 MR STAUDAHER Hes the only witness

13 MS WECKERLY the only witness

14 THE COURT Oh And Im assuming bes Mr Pitaros

15 client

16 MS WECKERLY He is

17 In the presence of the jury

18 THE COURT All right Court is now back in

19 session The record sLould reflect everyone can be seated

20 the presence of tne State through the Deputy District

21 Attorneys the presence of the defendants and their counsel

22 the officers of the court and the ladies and gentlemen of trie

23 jury

24 And the State may call its next witness

25 MS WECKERLY The State calls Eladio Carrera
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THE COURT Right up here please next to me And

hen just up thuse couple of stairs there And please remain

stamding facing this ady right here who will administer the

oath to you

ELADIO CARRERA STATES WITNESS SWORN

THE CLERK Thank you ease be seated

THE WITNESS Thank you

THE CLERK And would you please state and spoll

your name

10 THE WITNESS Eladio ID Carrera

11 CARRERA
12 THE COURT Thank you

lu Ms WecKerly

14 UIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MS WECKERLY

16 Cood morning sir How are you employed

17 Im medical doctor

18 And can you explain to us your educational

19 bacKuround

20 Yes How far back do you want me to take

21 h0t
22 How about college

23 College Okay attended the University of

24 Texas at Austin in Austin Texas sLArted in 1972 received

25 BA in zoology In 1976 thereafter attended Sou hwestern
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Medical School in Dallas Texas started there in 1976 and

ended in 1980 did un yedr sidncy in interndl

medicine at St Paul Medical Center in Dallas Texas in 80

and 81 did two year residency in internal medicine at

St Paul Medical Center in Dallas exas in 82 83 11m

sorry 82 83 84 85 In 1985 did started

fellowship in gastroenterology at Maricopa Medical Center in

Phoenix Arizona In 198i did my started my fellowship

in Phoenix Arizona and finished there in 1985 1985 came

10 to Las Vegas and started private practice

11 And when you came to Las Vegas in 1985 what

12 was the nature of yocr prctice

13 was practicing gastroenterology was

14 employed by Physiciaus Medical Center on Varyland Parkway

15 And who ws in that oroup with you

16 Dr Saul Sobol was the bead of Physiciams

17 Medical Center and was affiliated with Dr Frank Nemec who

18 was the gastroenterolocist for the group

19 How big did you stay with that group

20 Until about 1988

21 And what happened in 1988

22 In 1988 jcined Castroenterology Center of

23 Nevada

24 What were the was that with Dr Desai

25 Yes Dr Desai
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How was it that you first met Dr Desai

blve it wds dt rstacrant on Flmingo

named Paul Della which is an Indian Restaurant And had

gone there for dinner and the waiter informed me that someone

had paid for my dinner and asked who and he pointeo out Dr

Desai And went over and said thank you And believe

that was my first meeting with him

What were your initial conversations with Dr

Desai about joining the practice

10 That went through Dr Nemec Dr Nemec had

11 left Physicians Medical Center in believe 1987 or so And

12 later was contacted by Dr Nemec and invited to come look at

13 the practice and pernaps consider joining him and Dr Desai in

14 practice

15 And so your decision or your discussions about

16 the practice when you initially joined were with Dr Frank

17 Nemec

18 Primarilywith Dr Frank Nemec yes

19 And at some point you made the decision to

20 join the pratice is that right

21 Correct

22 And think you said that was in 1988

23 88 believe Yes

24 And where was the practice located at that

25 time
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Shadow Lane

700 Shadow Lane

700 Shadow Lane Yes

Who were the doctors at thdt tme in 1988

Frank Nemec and Dipak Desai

And yourself at some point

Andme

Okay And it was oastroenteclogv pratice

Yes it was

10 Was there medicine sioe as well as

11 procedure side

12 That is part and parce of the speciilty We

13 practice medicine in sense of doino consultations and follow

14 up care prescribing medications ordering tests done by other

15 speciaL sts for example rays to be done by adiologist

16 We also do endoscopic exams endoscopy procedures

17 enoosoopies oolonoscopies other simIlar ttpe exams

18 And that all of that was going on when yoi

19 first joined the practice in 1988

20 Yes

21 During that time period do iou reall how

22 how you were paid or how the partnership shared the profits

23 was salaried errployee

24 So you werent partner at that time

25 No was not
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At some point did the partnership and the

practice change or did other merrbers leave or coam in

Yes became partner in about 1990 or so

After joined there were several other individuals that

joined the practice couple of them stayed only shor

period of time Dr Neil Shernoff who came from Arizorc hut

subsequently returned there Dr Vinod Singh belier was

hs name who stayed short period of time hut then

eventualy wen to Arizona to practce also There was one

10 otler doctor dont recall his name The next people

11 come onboard would have been Dr Vish Sharma Dr Clif fort

12 Carrci and Dr Frank Fans

13 And when when did they come on

14 approximately

15 cant tell you the excct date bir would

16 say maybe 1982 83 somewhere thereabouts 84
17 And do you mean 94
18 Im sorry 94
19 Oay Because 88 when you star ec

20 Yeah got you Yeah Im sorry

21 When they when they come on you were

22 already partner

23 Yes was already partner when Dr Sharma

24 Dr Carrol and Dr Fans come onboard Arid that would have

25 been correct in the early 1990s
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Okay And at that time when those doctors

come on what how are the how are the profits of the

partnership divined

There was formula In place and received

certain percentace but .t wasnt equa to Dr Desai or to Dr

Nemec It was less

And

Dr Nemec did leave So it wasnt an equal

partnership initially and not even ater so

10 At teat time when Dr Nemec was there and Dr

11 Desai was there and then ftc other doctors that you just

12 mentioned Paris and Carrol

13 Yeah think they caine after Nemec left the

14 practice of course but

15 Oay So at scme point Dr Nemec leaves and

16 then its yourself Dr Desai Dr Carrol Dr Paris

17 Sharrna

18 Sharma

19 Yes

20 And anyone else

21 There were other doctors that came onhoard

22 later that included Dr Mason Albert Mason Dr Carmelo

23 Herrero and subsequent to that Dr Rana Mukherjee Dr

24 Nayyar And then at another junction Dr Tony Dearli who

25 stayed period of time but didnt stay terribly long He
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moved to Florida Dr Banke Dr Weisz joined the group

And when you h0d that sounds like about 15

orso

Roughly about 15 providers and by providers

mean physicians And the were couple of physicians

assistants also

OKay Were of ftc pYysicians partners

There was always trdck aid when the practice

folded as far as know evercne wc.s partner Dr Nayyar

10 Dr Mukherjee Dr Wahid bed become partners and of coarse

11 everybody who preceded them in the practice was partner

12 And at thft true arnrnost tte partners how was

13 money or profits allocated how were they allocated

14 There was paitnesYip acreement whereir Dr

15 Desai received certain percenage which believe was in

16 he neighborhood of about 20 percent of the profits of the

17 gastroenterology center of Nevada The other partners

18 received about 10 percent received 6.4 perent

19 And do you know why your percentage was lower

20 It had been equal to the ctner partners Dr

21 Desai ways had preferential share but it had been equal

22 to other partners up until about 2006 At that point Dr

23 Desai told me that it would be in my best interest if didnt

24 go to the hospitals to and didnt take night call And

25 primarily think that was because of the work load actually
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ano as consequence of not taking on that responsibility that

prlr to th ime 11 had been required to take my compensation

was dimnished

And din that was conversation you had

wth Dr Desai

Yes that is correct

And so your your share went from 10 to

6.4

Point four percent

10 percent

11 Right

12 And that was about the

13 Initially he wanted to he wanted

14 percent distribution but negotiated it up to 6.4 percent

15 And this was in two thousand

16 2006 believe Yes

17 When he told you that or when you had that

18 dscusson well actually let me ask you Was there

19 discusu on about that or how did that conversation go

20 Well it was mostly one sided conversation

21 and costly it was telling me that thats the way thinos were

22 going tc be

23 Did you feel that you had any recourse you

24 know if you didnt agree with that that decision

25 Well did manage to up his offer from
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percent to 6.4 percent but felt ft was very limited they

were very linii ed optons dId tAk to Alan Sklar who was

the corporate attorney for the group and Alans only

suqgestion was well you can always go and leave

Arid in your commitmert to tde practice had

you had you signed contract

Yes had signed contract Everyone was

under contract

And in that contract did you have any kind of

10 non competition clause

11 Yes there was an exclusionary covenant and

12 there were two different ones One bad to do with the

13 Castroenterology Center contract of Nevada contract and

14 that was an exclusionary covenant or non compete clause that

15 was in place for three years in 25 mile radius if recall

16 correct from the principal office you worked at For me

17 hat would have been the Shadow Lane address On the

18 Endoscopy contract there was clause that stated that you

19 could not practice in any other endoscopy facility for

20 period of time and dont recall ftc specific details of

21 that

22 So did you feel like leaving was an option

23 No did not In 2006 they lifted the

24 exclusionary covenant from my Castro contract but not from

25 the Endoscopy contract which suppose it was all matter of
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interpretation But tfe way lookeo at it was well good

could pratice elsewhure but wouldnt be able to do

enooscopy which is the mainstay of gastroenterology of any

gastroenterology pr0ctice

AdoiionalIy would have had to compete aoainst

he oroup for to me lowed as provider on various

insuurce  ans And at the time the group was very well

entrerched and very competitive in terms of controlling who

got busiiess from vcrous insurers or various entities

10 So mean was it your feeling that if you

11 left you urobebly woiLurt be able to mcke lot of money

12 won have liked to just make living but

13 tLouoht that would have been diffoult

14 So in 2006 your your share diminishes At

15 th0t time perion what what was the leadership structure

16 within the pcnership

17 The

18 MR WRIGHT Is this 2006

19 MS WECKERLY Yes Yes Im sorry

20 BY MS WECKERLY

21 2006 if didnt say that

22 Yes the the CEO was Dr Desai as had been

23 my experience all alono and that remained unchanged

24 And dId Dr Carrol have title or position

25 at that time
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Dr Carrol had title at the endoscopy center

as the non perations manager

And as the non operations manager what were

your observations of his role or responsibility

His responsibility was to work there like

everybody else did ann dont know that he had much of

manageral role dont think he had cny at all really

Now you youve mentioned the different

entities that were in the partnershp

10 Uh huh

11 Can you just go through and explain the the

12 entity that was at Shadow Lane versus the other facilities

13 Actually theres two at Shadow correct

14 Yes there were varIous entities There was

15 Castroenterology Center of Nevada Now that was the medical

16 side of the practice and that had offices at Shadow Lane on

17 Burnharn on Rainbow anc Oquendo and there was Henderson

18 office

19 And all of the partners would have been

2C Been partners in Castroenterclogy

21 in that

22 Center of Nevada

23 in that entity

24 The Endoscopy Center of Southern Nevada was at

25 Shadcw Lane The Endoscopy of Southern Nevada II was on
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Burnham And there was facility and dont know the exact

nine jf it thdt wcas un Rainbow and Oquendu

Okay And so as partner the medical

offices whiTh think you said there were four medical

Uhhah

offices or four locations fo that entity

the medIcine entity Is that correct

For Castroenterology Cente yes

And all of the partners Desai had croate

10 share but all of the partners had had share in that

11 Yes that is correct

And is that where you had tne 6.4 percent

That is correct

14 Okay And then there wcs procedure facility

at Shadow Lane as we

16 Yes that is correct

And thats that was calleo the Endoscopy

18 Center

Uh huh

zO Southern Nevada Is that yes

II Yes

22 Okay Did you duh you have share in

23 that or how did the

24 Yes

profits from that
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There were 110 ownership units and owned 13

of them

OKay And do you know who owned the other

Dr Carrol owned number of units Dr

Herrero and Mason up urtil late 2007 were owners and Dr

Mukherjee and Dr Waho were owners at the beginning of 2008

Dr Fars was an owner of certain rumber of units and

dont know the details on any of them Dr Weisz believe

also had proprietary interest an ownership interest

10 And were the profits from

11 And then of course Dr Desai owned the

12 majority of it

13 And do you know how many units he had

14 Id have to guess it was about two

15 somewhere between 50 and 60 percent of the total dont

16 know exactly

17 But would solely own and then everybody

18 else had hearing shares

19 Right

20 of the 40

21 And these were not transfer this was not

22 transferable asset because there was clause in the contract

23 that said that Dr Desai could redeem your ownership interest

24 at any time and there was set formula where for whatever

25 odd reason and there oidnt have to be any specific condition
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met he could just outright purchase your units and the

awnership wuuld redirect to him it wasnt like you cauld

market this and sell to somebody else It just you had

share of the profits and losses

And these were he profits from the procedure

side

Yes tYat is orrect

at Shadow Now there was also procedure

facility at Burnharn correct

10 Uh huh

11 Is thiat yes

12 Yes Burnhan

13 Sorry to keep making you say yes Its just

14 were recording and ohhuh huh uh

15 understcnd

16 Okay So at at the Burnham the Burnhain

17 procedure side not the medicine side which weve discussed

18 how did you have any shares in the Burnhaxn procedure

19 did up until about 2005 and it was very

20 small percentage maybe in the neighborhood of two or three

21 percent That ended about 2O0 2006 because my ownership

22 interest was redeemed by Dr Sharma at that time and that was

23 part of the clause as stated before These were not

24 transferable assets and were subject to redemption and thats

25 what occurred there
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Okay And so Dr Sharma Wa5 able to redeem

yow interest

Yes that is correct

And was that like an agreement that you had

wth him

No it was unilateral on his hs end

Okay And so did you have disussion with

him about it or that just ooourred

tried to talk to Dr Desni abaut it Lu

10 diont get very muoh irformation and it just occurred

11 Well tell me ahout the oonversaton that yoc

12 had with Dr Desai about your Burnhaxn shares

13 dont reoall any of the specif details

14 basical just wanted an explanation of why ths as fappening

15 and didnt get muoh of an explanation to the best of my

16 recollection

17 And oan you give us the approximate time frane

18 or year when this ocourred

19 Probably the end of z005 beginrino of 2006

20 Now there was another medical fficc

21 Henderson

22 Yes

23 Did that have procedure component as well

24 Not that Im aware of

25 Okay And then there was one other medical
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office right on Rainbow

Rainbow and Oquendo

And dd that have procedure aspec to

Yes there was

Did you have any shares in that

No Zero

So your by 2006 your income as derivec

from the orocedure side and the the big medical

Yes from the medical side and tha wan

10 Gastroenteroloqy Center of Nevada and yes from the

11 Endoscopy Center of Southern Nevada on Shadow Lane

12 But only the Shadow

13 Yes that is correct

14 Now as as doctor specializing in

15 gastroenterology can you just give us an overall like what

16 what is that What is the study of castroenterolocy

17 It is the evaluation and treatment of diseaces

18 of the digestive system

And in the in the course of that you

20 conduct colonoscopies as well as upper endoscopy procedures

21 Yes upper endoscopes or

22 esophagcgastroduodenoscopies as they are also known and

23 colonoscopies that is correct

24 Now as can you describe the process that

25 you as the doctor go through when you perform colonoscopy
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Well inta ly there is patient

consultation and we assess whether the procedure is actually

needed or not If it is mdi ed we oiscass how prepare

for the procedure what to expect vifat were looking for

discuss certain mechanical aspects and certain

regnirements such as the pat en hnvirg to nave someone to

pick them up after the procedune ann drive them back home nd

they mast rest the remainder of the cay

The actual procedure itse the patient is brought

10 to an endoscopy facilty TYei can be out ambulatory surgery

11 centers outpaient setting or they can be hospital either

12 inpatient or outpatient status at tfe hospital Usually there

13 is well there is always consent obtained There is an

14 intravenous access of some type obtainen be it saline flush

15 or saline lock or fleparin lock or even an IV bag with fluid

16 running through it

17 The patient is taken the to the exam room

18 The there are vita siqn monituns attached to the patient

19 Sometimes they will come with pat ent from preoperative area

20 back to the exam room sometimes theyre actually done in the

21 exam room And then the patien is sedated the procedure is

22 performed

23 And you perform that procedure with special

24 scope for that type of procedure

25 Yes
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What does the scope no How does how does

that work for -he doctor in the procedure

Well it allows us to visualize the inside of

the body in the sense of an endoscopy or

esoph.ocoascroduodenoscopy we can look at the esophanus and

stomdc and duodenum In the case of cclonoscopy we can

look at tne large bow the interior surfaces

And and the scope itself has like camera

or something on the eno

10 Yes its got video chip and that allows

11 the imaoes to be transmitted through the instrument itself to

12 processor which is computer processor and that

13 eventua ly leads to an image that is projected onto screen

14 bhat were able to look at

15 And when youre youre the doctor

16 performng one of these procedures what are what are you

17 phsioa ly looking at in order to to do the procedure and

18 make your assessment

19 During the exam itself sin looking at the

20 screen foi the most part at the scope eventually from time

21 -o time should say at the patient from time to time just to

22 see how they look and at the vital signs monitor to see what

23 the heart rate is doing see what the oxygen saturation is

24 doing

25 Okay Now in terms of colonoscopy
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assume some of them are just like cflecK up because of the

persons age or possible ycu know riedical issues There may

not be problem is that fair

That absolutely correct

And in those instames is just visual

exam obviously internally of the pat ent

If tnere ame no ioentflec issues all we do

is visual inspection

Okay Wbt are tie wiat are the other

10 things besides just rormal vlsui exam that might come to

11 your attention during colcnoscopy

12 Ulcers or inflarnmatury coange and we mioht

13 take biopsy then tumors which we wcuic almost always

14 biopsy Sometimes we inject tumors itY Inda ink to maxK

15 them so that anticipating surgery wien the surgeon does go

16 in hes got place ir the bowel looc for specifically

17 and thats where the ink tattoo wou hume been applied to the

18 bowel If there are polyps we mioht oe dble to remove tiem

19 with snare rigit at the time of the procedure

20 Okay And if youre tax ng biopsy how do

21 you how do you do that

22 You take forcep wiici is long flexible

23 instrument with little pincher cup at the end of it and you

24 pass it through the channel Theres built in biopsy

25 channel in the scope and you pass it through there and
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approach the lesion or at an ulcer or tumor and then with

tdr ittl pinch ct the nd uf it tak tissuu sarRpls dfld

pull it out Anc then its submittec to lab for

For further

or analysis

Now you mentioned that there might be polyp

th0t you would just remove

Yes

I-ow is that done

10 You place an instrument called well

11 theres two ways depencing on the size of the polyps If

12 heyre very small po yps you would use whats called hot

13 biopsy foicep Its similar to the cold biopsy forcep that

14 just described but the difference that you can actually

15 apply an eleThrical current thxough this So you actually

16 ake tce oolyp crasp it within the jaws of the forcep pass

17 bt electrical current through there and in one step

18 youre able to biopsy but also to eradicate the lesion

19 With larger polyps one would place snare which

20 is long thin plastic tube that has wire mechanism within

21 it Wcen you are in position you withdraw the wire to form

22 something akin to lasso that is passed around the base of

23 the polyp The polyp is attached to an electrocautery unit

24 meaning you can pass electrical current through there and that

25 snips it off and cauterizes the stump of the polyp so that it
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lessens the risk of needing

And what is polyp What is it corisistiiig

of

Its tumor but not necessarily malignant

tumor thdt ccars in the colon Anh they the reason we

screen for those and remove them is that in time they can lead

to colon ne and our hope is to lessen the risk of colon

cancer devel plno

So tnats why you remove them

10 Yes that is correct

11 Now the case of an upper esophagns exam

12 Uh hih

13 what are you looking for in that procedure

14 Lookinc for lets for example say you

15 have person who has Yeartburn You would look for

16 inflannatory chrge wthin the esophagns If its long

17 standino neartinc burn you would look for pre cancer charge

18 called Banett esophagus change in cells There are some

19 visible signs Th0r tel you that might be the case and

20 certain biopsy ells you if you have that condition or not

21 There may be cers there may be an obstruction of

22 the esophagus such as an area of scar tissue stricture or

23 web Schatski ring There may be foreign body

24 obstructed in the obstructing the esophagus In that

25 circumstance you would try to remove it In the stomach there
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may be gastritis or inflammation there may be ulers We

wuuld crtdlnly biupsy thuse

There may be tumor in any area That would

certain be something we would biopsy The small intestine

you might find ulcers or inflammation Sometimes we just do

biopsies to look for microscopic changes Certainly patients

who we think might have celiac disease or wio might be

sensitive to gluten we would look for microscopic change by

taking biopsy

10 If the patient were bleeding we could and

11 frequently patients do come in bleeding from ulcers or other

12 things Theres possibility we could iniect ith medication

13 to stop bleeding or lessen the bleeding or vve could cauterize

14 any bleeding vessel So that is something we might be able to

15 do

16 Do you use those same tools the forceps and

17 snares in the upper endoscopy as you do in the lower one

18 mean not the exact same ones but the sane equipment

19 It is the same type of equipment In other

20 words the snares and biopsy forceps are fairly universal so

21 you can use them both in either an upper or lower endoscopy

22 case

23 How about how about the scope Are

24 different scopes used

25 Yes the scopes are different
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And is that because of size or

Size is the ujur dffeience The upper

endoscope is thinner ir caliber smaller around and is

shorter

And in in co onoscopy what is the

range of time that it takes to to do that procedure

barring you know something extraoroindry when ou find

Thats variable and there are you know

multiple factors that go into that Primarily its dependent

10 on the anatomy of the patients bowel and just the

11 configuration Some bowels are much more convoluted than

others and its more difficult to do the exam and sometimes

13 based on the adeguacy of the bowel preparation If the bowel

14 isnt entirely clean it makes the procedure little bit

15 longer little bit more difficult to do Time frame

16 would say somewhere in the neighborhood of about 20 minutes or

17 so

18 And what about for the upper

19 In about 10 minutes or so

20 Its guite bit shorter

21 Yes is

22 And you dont have the prep issues and all of

23 tbot with the

24 Generally not Sometimes there is fluid or

25 certain conditions thatll cause fluid to remain in the
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stomach and that renders it litt bit more difficult And

uther tiflLes puplt Wi hdve cuLlectiuns of foud stuff that

occur called bezoars over time That makes it little bit

more difficult

During both of these procedures is the

patient sedated

Yes the patient is sedcted

Ard at the endoscopy center Where you Worked

in 2006 the sedation who did the sedation for the

10 procedures

11 The CPNA5 did

12 And do you recall approxirrately how many CRNA5

13 were Working there in 2006

14 At the Shadow Lane facility there was Mr

15 Lakeman there was Mr Mathahs there was Ms Hubbard there

16 was Mr Mione Occasionally others would work

17 there but it was primarily those four individuals

18 And you only would have one of them doing

19 procedure

20 Yes

21 Do you know anything about the training that

22 CRNAs have

23 CSNA has an advanced nursing degree And

24 they as far as know and am not nurse they go to

25 nursing school aid then they do additional training in their
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their chosen area of specialty For example nurse

practitiunei wuuld du additiunal training and be certified ur

or graduate cmi be certified as nurse practitioner

CPNA would do some anesthesia trainng and eventually become

certified registered nurse anesthetst

And in in either of those procedures what

is the role of the GRNA or person providing anesthesia

during colonoscopy or an endoscopy

Well their primary coal is assure patient

10 safety to administer sedative medications to maintain an

11 appropriate level of sedation for codmort and safety of the

12 patient and to monitor the patients vital signs And thats

13 critically important They pabeicuLarly watch for evidence of

14 suppression of respiratory drive due to the medications that

15 are administered

16 During the procedures is there procedure

17 nurse in the room a5 well

18 There is nurse yes who keeps record and

19 theres also technician in the room

20 What i5 the when you say the nurse keeps

21 record do you know what record they what theyre

22 recording gvess is better question

23 They are keeping nursing record and in

24 part think they moritor vital siGns also

25 And you said there was technician as well
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Yes and he assists the doctor doing the

pucddi
How how does the technician assst you

Wb0t does that person oo physically

Well theres various ways If neeo ar

extra hand to stabilize the scope so for example when

you remove polyp The bowel is very active It pushes

things to and fro but if needed an extra hand they ould

hold scope in position Sometimes its difficu to pass an

10 instrument an application of pressure with the fla of the

11 hand to the patients abdomen It changes the oientauion of

12 the bowel and the scope bit and that helps to fdciltdte

lo passaqe of the instrument and technician would do thdt

14 They will hand you biopsy forceps or snares or

15 whttever materials you might need If the bowel prep is not

16 great the lens of the instrument is obscured by 53 howe

17 or stomach content then they can actually take syrinoe alO

18 flush the material away from the tip of the scope right

19 through the scope channel So theres various tays that rfey

20 assist

21 When the procedure is done

22 Uh huh

23 and the scope

24 Yes

25 has been removed from the patient what
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happens to that actua scope

The soque is taken by ftc technic4 an to the

cleaning area Usually its room thats dedicated to

cleaning equipment anc they tave various procedures for

cleaning and sterilizfg equipment

And as the occto how oo you get the next

scope fcr your next proceduie

Oh its brcugh out ny the technician

Okay Another echnician or maybe even the

10 same one comes hack wth dfferent one

11 Yes ary technician Yes

12 Now ftc the anesttesia thats administered

13 to patient during ooth of these proceoures thats through

14 an IV or through heplock

15 Its ntr0venous so througe an IV

16 At tee endoscopy center in 2006 and 2007 how

17 were the IVs administered or placed on the patients

18 There was preoperative area and generally

19 the intravenous access it was usually saline flush which

20 is little catheter thats aced oto the vein Its got

21 cap on the end of it and that was placed in the preoperative

22 area And then the patient was brouoht out and prepared for

23 the procedure

24 Did you ever have patient come into

25 procedure room without the IV already in them
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Yes

And what happened in thuse instanes

The CPNA would start the IV

In your in your years working for the

pructice were CPNAs always used Like when you joined tat

practice in 1988 did the practice use CRNAs

There was predecessor facility to ftc

Enooscopy Center of Southern Nevada called the Endoscopy

Center cf Nevada And early on anesthesiclogists were corninc

10 in and providing the anesthesia services the sedatior Later

11 on at some point that they the CPNA5 took tha roce

12 When when the endoscopy centeK was usiro

13 the anesthesiologists

14 Uh huh

15 who was responsible for bringing the tne

16 sedative or the sedaton

17 think .t happened in two differen way
18 hink the clinic did supply it at times and at timer ate

19 anesthesiologist would bring his or her own materials wtn

20 them

21 During that time period did you ever Lave any

22 conversations or hear Dr Desai talk about that issue

23 Yes

24 And what did he say about it

25 He he mentioned that the anesthesiolooists
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would be bringino ther own propofo And so that did occur

an at least on some level on some to some degree

Did te say why they wouid bring their own

propofol

MR WRIGHT Founoation

BY MS WECKERLY

Okay This is he arc understanding

you tns is the early period tha enooscopy center while

you wore using anestiesiologists

10 Yes tfats correct

11 And what what years would those have boon

12 beleve the sorter and Im not clear

13 exactly on the dates but believe Enooscopy Center of

14 Southern Nevada was started in abrut 2OCz and prior to that

15 it had been Endosoopy Center of Nevdoa

16 And you said at one

17 To my recollection tan dnesthesiologlsts were

18 there when it was Endosoopy Center Nevdda

19 Okay So Im Is odling it by he wrong

20 name probably The name probabh tanoed But durirg

21 Yes tYe name did ohanne

22 During that period think you said iritially

23 the faclity or the center had the sedative is that correct

24 During which period

25 When you were using the anesthesiologists
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They had some medications vai1ahle to the

best of my rccollectiun At times the nnesthesiulugists wuold

bring in their own propofol

Okay Now when the anesthesiologists started

bringing in their own propofol do yo rerrember wha yeax that

was or approximately

dont know exactly

Oay But it wus sometime naok in that time

period

10 Yes correct

11 And is it in that tme period that you heard

12 or you had conversation with Desdi ubout the

13 anesthesiologists are now going to brino their own

14 Yes and he thought that woold be good thing

because it might be money saving measure

16 Now sometimme somet me after that the

17 prctioe moved to usino CBNAs

18 Yes

19 And approximiato when oid that ocur

20 2002 200 200L smmewhere in thcit urea

21 During durino the transition from

22 anesthesiologists to utilizing CPJ\As

23 Uh huh

24 were there any meetirgs amrongst the doctors

25 or amongst the partners to discuss this change from using
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anesthesiologists to using CPNAs

Not that recall think we were kind of

told somewnere along the line that that would occur But

frankly dont recall any specific meeting Thats not to say

it didnt happen just dont reca that

OKay Dd you ever hear Dr Desai durino that

time perioc talk about the the change that was going to

happen between the anesthesiologists to moving to the CPNA5

No oont recall that

10 OKay At some point tlough youre aware

11 there were CRNA5

12 Of course

13 And to your knowledge how did what entity

14 was pay nq ttmem

The CPNAs were employees of the

16 Castroenteroloqy Center of Nevada and they were assume

17 based on that fact paid by the Castroenterology Center of

18 Nevdda

19 Okay And is is that just refresh our

20 memory is rha the

21 Medical practice

22 the big medical practice with the

23 Yes

24 Four locations that all the partners are

25 part of
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Yes tlats correct

So They actually werent pad from he

procedure side

No they were not

DurTho your durinc your work at the clinic

were you ever were tre doctors ever in meetings with the

CRNA5

At tire2

And Yen those meetngs occurred when the

10 doctors weie there cnd the CRNA5 were there were any other

11 sThff members There

12 Tonya RusYing may have been present at some of

13 hose meetinos In fact know she was Now whether it was

14 actually the CRNAs ot what recall is that the CRNAs

15 MR WRIGHT Foundation please

16 THE WITNESS and doctors met

17 THE COURT When was this meeting

18 THE WITNESS ease rephrase your question

19 BY MS WECKERLY

20 Oay Once once the practice moved to

21 using CRNAs you said That was around the mid 2000s 2003

22 04 05

23 Yeah

24 somewhere in there Is that yes

25 Yes
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Okay During that period forward like 2005

2007 were here ever just staff meetings that tuuk place

where the doctors were present as well as the CPNA5 that you

recall

Meetings that had to do withi ACLS that type

of thing yes

And whats ACLS

Advanced Cardiac Life Support

OKay So kind of medical issue for

10 addressIng sort of crisis guess with patient or what

11 is that

12 Those were rreetings where person who is

13 certified to teach and test for advanced cardiac life support

14 skills would come in and all medical practitioners would be

15 required to be there so that we cou become stay current

16 wth our certification in those areas

17 And that would be like training

18 Trainrg yes Exactly rignt

19 To your well let me csk it this way Who

20 who was the supervsor of the CPNA5

/1 Dr Desai

22 Did you as physician did you have

23 authority over the CRNAs

24 No did not

25 Did you have an experience where you were
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upset wth or not dont know if upset is too strong

word Did you have an experience wth Linda Hubbard where you

wanted to correct something that she had done

Yes did

When was that approximately

About 2007

Okay And generally wh0t was what was your

issue with her

Her interaction with patients which thought

10 was inappropriate

11 Okay And did you address that with her

12 directly

13 Yes told her that she did not need to be as

14 confrontational with patients as she was and that thought it

15 was inappropriate for er to behave that way

16 Hornet me after that did you have

17 conversation with Dr Desai about Linda Hubbard

18 Yes did

19 How long after you had the the exchange

20 with Ms Hubbard did you have the corversation with Dr Desai

21 As recall about two or thxee days

22 thereafter

23 And where did that conversation take place

24 In Dr Desais office

25 How din you know to go to his office and have
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rht conversation

was summoned to go meet him there

And how when youre summoned what what

ocours Where were you when you

was somewhere on the premises dont have

he exact recollection of what was dong at that point

Okay And who wouldve lke did you net

phone call or how did you know to go there

No one of the secretaries

10 Told you to go there

11 Yes think that would have been

112 So you go to Dr Desais office

13 Yes

14 Is that yes Was anyone else present sides

15 you and him

16 No

17 And what what was the conversation

18 He told me that it wasnt any of my business

1G be telling the CRNA5 how to do their job that the only

zO hing would accomplish in doing so would be to hurt their

zl feelings And that going forward if if me or if any of tfle

22 doctors had any concerns aut anithing that GINA did that

23 we should not taYe it up with the CRNA we should go to him

24 Go to him directly Dr Desai

25 To Dr Desai yes
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What mean did you have any response to

that

just told him that was conce ned aut

patient patients the interaotion with the patients and

that was my only reason for saying arything that didnt

think it was appropriate for her to be confrontational witi

patients as she was

Did you feel wel let me ask you this

Was the conversation between yourse and Dr Desai about

10 about that incident mean what was the tenor of it How

11 would you describe it

12 MR WRIGHT Objection

13 THE WITNESS He was

14 THE COURT Basis

15 MR WRIGHT The tenor

16 THE COURT We you can meax how would you

17 describe the

18 BY MS WECKIERLY

19 Well how would you describe his

20 THE COURT conversatior

21 BY MS WECKERLY

22 tone of voice or how would you describe te

23 conversation

24 Stern authoritative

25 And mean was it were you argning with
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him

tiidn tu my cusu but it didnt get md

very far

After that conversation with Dr Desai did

you ever do that Did you ever raise any issues about the

CPNAs to him

Not to him did ask CPNA about something

else once but

But not to Desai

10 Not to Dr Desai

11 Okay Now weve talked about that during the

12 colonoscopies and endoscopies there was sedation used

13 Yes there was

14 In two thousand guess five through you

15 know through the actually the clinic closing what was the

16 what was the drug What was used

17 Propofol

18 Was anything ever used prior to that

19 cant answer that wasnt there for every

20 procedure but it was primai1y and almost exclusively

21 propofo

22 And are you are you familiar with propofol

23 have some familiarity witn it

24 Okay And how is propofol administered

25 Its an intravenous injection
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Are you familiar with aseptic technique

Yes am

What does what does that mean to you

It mears that any medical device or rv cevice

that has been used that has penetrated body tissues sYou not

be used again It should be discarded

Do you know the size of the propofol vils

thct were used at the practice

MR WRIGHT Foundation

10 BY MS WECKERLY

11 During 2005 to well until it loseo to

12 2008

13 dont know exactly know propofcl ores

14 in 20 m7lliliter and 50 milliliter vials or it did RL ti at

15 time

16 Okay During that time period did you see

17 those sze vials of propofol or did did you pay attention

18 or do you know what sze was used

19 dont really know was focused or ttv erd

20 of the procedure and not much on what the anesthesiologis or

21 the anesthetist was doinq

22 Do you know how much propofol was typically

23 used during colonoscopy lets say

24 That varies greatly Ive seen anywhere from

25 50 rnillgrams to over 1000 milligrams used in an indivioual
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Okay And youll have to do the conversion

for us When you have milligrams how does that irsiate to

iike

Well theres the

the size of the vials

Its the concentaton And believe zO

milligram vidl has 200 milligrams of propofol in it

Oicay

So ten to one

10 Oicay

11 And 50 milligram vial would have 500 so

12 again the ten to one ratio

13 Okay And so if youre if youre ooiro

14 procedure and it has and say it reguires 150 milliorams of

15 propofot

16 Uh hah

17 and you have 20 millilitervial are yoc

18 using the whole vial

19 You would use three guarters of it or 15

20 milliliters

21 Okay And so there would be some left over

22 Yes

23 And if you had the bigger vial the 50 there

24 would be

25 Quite lot more left
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Okay And am not coing to do that math bot

if if the if during if durirg proceoure someone has

drawn up propofol well let me ask you tis What size

do you know what size the syringes are that were used at the

center in 2007 to administer popofol

No no not

If they were 10 syrnges would hat sound

right to you or would that

That would sound right because that would

10 sound right yes

11 Okay

12 Thats very comnonly used size

13 Thats thats like typical syrinue used

14 during these types of procedures

15 Yes

16 Okay So if you were that was going to

17 be administered to pat ent ano TNA drew up the 10 ccs

18 Uhhuh

19 to patient durng procedthe and at

20 some pont the the cecision was made or it was concluded

21 that the patient needec more propofol

22 Uh huh

23 what would be the proper technique to

24 administer additional propofol to that patient assuming youd

25 put the whole 10 in
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Well can see two circuristances but

MR WRIGHT wuuld ubjc aS tu fuunddtiun

believe hes stated hes never done tns

THE COURT Yeah thats sustained as to the

question You can ask that thrk know where youre

going different way

BY MS WECKERLY

Okay Actually as cs doctor you are

probably familiar with administering generally medication

10 is that fair

11 Yes

12 And in your training you rientioned that you

13 were familiar with aseptic technioue

14 Yes

15 And that is essentially traning in how to

16 administer any kind of drug safely ic that correct

17 Yes

18 And are you familiar wth tse standaros or hew

19 to generally administer medication

20 Ub huh Yes

21 safely

22 Yes

23 And how to avoid contamination

24 Yes

25 And think you said the the general
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principie is anything thats been in contact with the patient

cent be reused

Anythrg thats invaced 1dy tissues carmot be

reused when it comes to injectable to materials used to

gve injetion Its one use ony
OKay And so if someone has injected

patient with any Kind of drug and its oetermined that the

patient reeds adoitional medication what would be the proper

was to ominiser that

10 MR WRIGHT Foundation as to the year because the

11 stcindard

12 THE COURT Well no think thats general

13 concept sc thats overruled

14 MR WRIGHT Well it changed

15 MS WECKERLV No it didnt

16 THE COURT Well hes talking about

17 WRs There change in aseptic technigues with

18 respect to reusing vial over the years that youve

19 practiced

20 THE WITNESS Not that Im awcre of

21 THE COURT Au right Go on Ms Weckerly

22 BY MS WECKERLY

23 So in your in your experience what is the

24 proper way to administer additional medication

25 If its going to be administered to that
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

are to be

wth tdem

and syrnge

administer it

same syringe

administer it

medicaton on

there would

patient and that patient alone one could reuse the same

syiirige the same needle iii other words if its the vile

specific patient

Sure

If these materials are have been used they

discarded because you dont want to take charce

being used on someone else That means both needle

Okay What if you took off the needle but

used the same syringe to reaccess the vial of medication

Would that be proper

If youre hoping to prevent

cross contamination thats not adequate because the syringe

mioht potentially have been in contact with the patients

blood

If you if you access vial of medication

to patient take off the needle but using the

you go back into the vial of medication and

to Patient would you ever reuse that vial of

subsequent patient

No you could not

And why would that be

Because you didnt chanqe out the syringe and

have been the potential for cross contamination

And to your knowledge that is that aseptic
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echnigne an thats

It is not

That would be violating that

It would be in oontravention to aseptio

teohnigue

Oay And has the standard on that sinoe

youve praot ood evolved or is that

To my knowledge that has always been the

standdrd

10 When you were working at the endosoopy oenter

11 in 2007 did you ever see violatior of aseptio teohnigue

12 No oid not

13 If you had seen that

14 lb huh Yes

15 wOdt would you have done

16 wouo hve reporteo it

17 Why

18 Eeouse It plaoes patient safety at risk

19 If you ad seen someone reuse syringe

20 JT- huh Yes

21 wuat would you hdve hone

22 wou have stopped it right then and there

23 Same reasons

24 Same reasons yes

25 Okay Now in the in the endosoopy oenter
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in this time period of 2007 after the procedure took place

where where would the patient go

There is recovery area

And who would who would actually take the

patient out there to tfe recovery area

It would be the would be the nurse

perhaps the technician perhaps the CENA or perhaps any

combination of those three

Once they were in the recovery ea do you

10 know if there were additional vital signs taken off the

11 patient or if they were hooked up to any other machines

12 anything like that

in Yes they were monitored in the recovery area

14 for period of time

Earlier we talked about the different

16 instruments that are used to perform these procedures

17 Yes

18 Those instruments ets talk about forceps

19 Lets start wirh that and then if ledve one out youll have

nO -o remind me Are forceps able to be used more than one time

21 lit depends on the forceps Some of them were

22 reusable and could be sterilized some of them were

23 disposable

24 And in your experience in in 2006 2007

25 and into 2008 were the forceps used at the endoscopy center
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he reusable type or tfe single use type

Single use and they were stored in cabinet

in sealed containers

Were you aware of any reuse of the of the

forceps

No was not

What about snares What are they sincle

usecr

Single use

10 And were you aware of any reuse of that

11 equipment

No was not

10 How about bite blocks

14 Those were reused

And do you know if theyre single use or if

JO Theyre reusable

17 Bit blocks come in both varieties single use

18 and multi use

19 And do you know what kind you had the

20 enooscopy center in 2007

beleve we had mostly sinole use bite

22 blocks

2a Okay And you and you believe those

24 although being single use were reused

25 Yes
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Do you know how they were prooessed

They were processed by being cleaned and

sterilized

Now durng this time period and Im talking

about in 2006 ano 2007 did you ever hear Dr Desai issue

instruotions or comment about reusino supplies or or any

kind of limita ions on the use of supplies

Yes did

And what whct did you hear him say

10 He commented to me that used too muoh

11 lubrioant on soopes and he suggested thdt put small

12 amount on gauze pad which is oal ed foar by four based on

13 its dimensions and limit my use to that He commented that

14 overused personal protective gear such as masks and ooats

15 and should limit my use of those

16 And the the mask and coats assume you

17 used during the prooedures because oould get kind of messy

18 Yes they could beoome soiled

19 What was your response to hiri telling you to

20 use guess fewer lab ooats mean how would you use

21 less

22 told him that if something were visibly

23 soiled was going to change it out Thats just the way it

24 was

25 What did he say
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dont recall that he had much comment on

hat

And there were in addition to the coat was

there do you wear protective eyewear

Well wear glasses The masks do come with

shield and its hard to see througi the shield and the

glasses So sometimes would remove the eye shield itself

hut would always wear the mask to protect the nose and

mouth

10 Did he ever instruct you or ask you to limit

11 anything in that regaro

12 Yes he did

13 What did he say about that

14 That should not try to wear more than one

15 mask per day

16 Any other conversatons in that same period

17 Lhat you had with Dr Desai about supplies or reusing supplies

18 hat you recall

19 recall comment he made once in he

20 recovery room area

21 Was that to you or was it to someone else

22 It was in general he was announcing it to

23 everyone in the facilty it seemed

24 And was that in 2006 or

25 About 2007
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2007

About there

And do you recall if it was the beginninc

the year or the end or

No dont recall that specifically

Who who was present in the recovery room

besides yourself

Patients nurses technicians

Any any other doctors besides you

10 That dont recall

11 Okay WTht did he say

12 He was saying that the nurses were using oo

13 much tape on the This tape to hold them in place and That was

14 costing him money

15 Any other coriments besides that other than

16 what weve discussed

17 hd technician

18 MR WRIGHT Objection Foundation

19 BY MS WECKERLY

20 Well let me just ask you that you heard

21 directly from Desai

22 No not directly from Desai

23 Okay Do you remember any meeting or say

24 policy regarding propofol and saline

25 Yes
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What time period as that issue discussed

2006 2007 thruduouts

And what was where did that take place

When did you first become aware of that

It was physlcidns meeting

In 2006 or 2007

Yes

Who was present at tfat meeting

The various docrrrs

10 The doctors that weve mentioned Fans

11 Herrero yourself

12 Yes that wculo be correct

13 Who was talking that meeting

14 Dr Desai was

And what was the what was Dr Desai telling

16 you all

17 He mentioned that Dr Nayyar had informeo him

18 that at the VA when patients needed additional sedation they

19 were frequently oiven only saline rdtner than additional

20 propofoc didnt hear Nayyar say tnat That was Dr

21 Desais corrment

22 OKay

23 And he mentioned that its scmething we might

24 consider and that it would save the practice significant

25 amount of money And forget what figure he quoted
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Andwas

But that mignt save us significant amount of

morey to follow that strategy

Was there discussion amongst the doctors

Not real

When you heard it did it sound like good

idea to you

No

Why not

10 Because if patient needs more sedation they

11 deserve more sedation

12 Did it did it even did make sense to yo

13 even medically

14 No it did not

15 After that meeting did you observe any chanqe

16 in the adminisrration of prcpof 01 Meaning did it look like

17 people were dome propofol with saline

18 Yes Well maybe not saline in parficular

19 but there was one time that was doing

20 MR WRIGHT Foundation

21 THE COURT Okay The

22 BY MS WECKERLY

23 Yeah the instance that youre referring to

24 now how long after the meeting was it

25 dont recall
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Was it like weeks inontYs anything liKe that

Perhaps few IWJI1LI1S dOnt recall exactly

Okay And where wtere was it Where was

this incident

In tAn endcscopy center

In procedure room or

In procedure room

And who was presert

Me Mr Lakeman nurse suppose ann

10 technician

11 Okay And

12 MS WECKERLY Actually may we proach Your

13 Horor

14 THE COURT Sure Acru0l this is probably

15 was waiting until 11OC but lets just cc ahead and take our

16 break right now

17 MS WECKERLY Okay

18 THE COURT Ladies and nentlemen were going to

19 take about ten minutes which will put us ct 1100

20 During the break youre of course reminded youre

21 not to discuss the case or anything relating to the case wAn

22 each other or with anyone else Youre nct to read watch or

23 listen to any reports of or commentaries on the case person

24 or subject matter relatinq to the case and please dont form

25 or express an opinion on the trial
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Place your notepads in your chairs and if you have

questions hand them to the bailiff or the way uut the dour

Ano we see you hack in about ten mrnutes

Jury recessed at 1049 a.m

THE COURT And Dr Carrera yu may of coamse

rake break but dont discuss your test mony with anyone

THE WITNESS Thank you

THE COURT Okay

THE WITNESS Thank you

10 Outside the presence of the witness

11 THE COURT Yes Okay Theyre gone

12 MS WECKERLY The conversotlon teat hes goino to

13 refer to know what it is Its he has conversation

14 with Lakeman where it looks like accordine to the doctor the

15 patient needs additional medication Ard aJceman tells Dr

16 Carrera Desai doesnt want us to gve more than 200

17 milligrams And understand theres Hrutor issue with

18 th0t just want to be able to leao ano say that Lakerian

19 said tnat there was limitation on tee arroont of propofol

20 THE COURT Without mentimrino Dr Desai

21 MS WECKERLY Right

22 THE COURT told him

23 MS WECKERLY Right And then dont know if the

24 defense wants like contemporaneous instruction on how to use

25 that statement or whatever but mean that tha why
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wanted to approach Or can just have it come in how he said

it

THE COURT Right

MS WECKERLY Either way

THE COURT We mean theres various theories

You ccn bring in rhe

MS WECKERIY Right think its arguably

THE COURT whcTe statement as co onspirator

statement

10 MS WECKERLY Its arg-uably that too just

11 didnt wdnt to bring It out without having some ruTing on mt
12 THE COURT Well and dont know what Mr

13 Santacroces feelinu on bringing in the entirety of the

14 stllement

15 MR SANTACROCE Well Im going to object bringing

16 in

17 THE COURT We the statement is going to come in

18 Its either ooino tc come in as as response to

19 Tending question or the statement is going to come in in its

20 entirety The guestor Im asking you Mr Santacroce is are

21 you fine with he limited way it comes in you know did he

22 say anything abaut beng limited to having you know not

23 using more than 200 milliliters or whatever or do you want

24 the whole statement to come in with the limiting instruction

25 that it only can be considered against Mr Lakeman mean
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the point to me wou be that you know Lakeman is just

doing what hes tuid by Desai that hes saLt of an

inrocent actor hes folowing orders So you might want the

whole statemen4- in

MR SANTACROCE Vy preference is and dont Know

how Mr Wrigit teels but my preference is to have the whole

statement in

THE COURT Yeah mean because in way its

you know its sort of ike hey Im not culpable here Im

10 just dong wha Iru tcld to do And youve got another doctor

11 in there who is still in charge would could have said Im

12 sorry dcnt care whdt Dr Desai does your duty is to your

13 patients or something like that

14 MR SANTACROCE Thats what he does say

15 THE COURT Oh

16 MS WECKERL Thats what he says

17 MR SANTACROCE Thats what he says

18 THE COURT As well he should have and rightfully

19 so

20 Mr Wrioht mean then can tell the jury that

21 can only be considered aqtinst Mr Lakeman and the weight that

22 they give the testimony is entirely up to them but in any

23 event it can only be considered as aoainst Mr Lakeman

24 MR WRIGHT Yes would want that instruction

25 THE COURT All right
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MR SANTACROCE If if they consider it at all

THE CoURT Thats what mean tnat you know the

weight that they give to any testimony is completely up to

them but to the extent that they do consider it it can only

be cons dered as to Mr Lakeman

Are you fine with that Mr Santdcroce

MR SANTACROCE Yes

THE COURT Are you fine with that State

MS WECKERLY Yes thank you

10 THE COURT And we have two questions up here and

11 you guys can look at them if you want

12 MR WRICET Any tackle boxes

13 THE COURT That was goon guestion

14 Court recessed at 1053 a.m until 1104 a.m

15 Inside the presence of the ury
16 THE COURT All right Court is cow back ir

17 session Everyone can be seated

18 And Ms Weckerly you may resume your direct

10 exumination

zO MS WECKERI Thank you

21 BY MS WECKERLY

22 Dr Carrera think where we left off you

23 were taking about limitations on supplies and you mentioned

24 here was one other instance where supply issue came up and

25 it invo ved Mr Lakemar
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Yes

And just just tar the recard yau see Mr

Lakerran in the caurtraam here taday

Yes da

What what time frame was this this

incident

Abnut 2007

2007 And where did it take place

In the pracedure raam at the endascapy center

10 Were yau the dactar doing the pracedure at the

11 thme Yes was

12 And was Mr Lakeman the CPNA wha was aaing tne

anesthesia

14 Yes he was

15 Describe far us what happened

16 ws caing pracedure and in my usual

17 rautine af laaking the patient fram tine ta time it seemed

18 -a me the patient might he uncamfartahle And askea Mr

1C Lakennn if the patient cauld safely aet mare prapafal and his

20 camrnent ta me was that Dr Desai did nat want them givina mare

21 hn 200 milliurams af prapafal ta any ane patient

22 What did yau say

23 said Ran is that daesnt really matter

24 If the patient needs mare medicatian he shauld get mare

25 medicine And he said fine and he aaministered mare
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medication to the patient

Arid WdS tlidt th iid uf thut

Yes

conversation

THE COURT Im sorry Laoies and gentlemen

obviously the weight tYat is to be given any evidence is

strictly up to you To the extent you consider the statement

it may only he considered aciainst the defendant Ronald

Lakeman

10 MS WECKERLY Thank you Your Honor

11 BY MS WECKERLY

12 Now you mentioned tYat at the endoscopy

13 center theres various records kept regarding each patient on

14 their procedure oay theres records kept for the procedure

15 is that fair

16 Yes

17 And are any of those records the physicians

18 records or you know filled out by you

19 The procedure note 1s the physicians record

20 Oay And weve seer some records Is the

21 procedure note computer generated note

22 Yes it is

23 And does it have little pictures of the the

24 procedure as it took place

25 Yes still photographs
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And explain the process that tYat causes

pl000dLile jiuto guess to ho CLeated How dues how uues

that come to get into the system ciuess

The there was an automated there was

system place for documentation and most cf it was print

ano click It was corruter based And to generate note

initially patient democraphics would he entereo into the

computer That would he done sometimes by the teThniciar

occasionally by some other person perhaps the pLysician on

10 rare occasion but generally by the technician

11 As the procedure is being performed the performing

12 physician would take photographs of various landraoics within

13 the gastrointestinal tract within the stomach or bowels or

14 any significan lesions that might be encountered At the end

15 of the procedure would complete the narrative pr ion of tne

16 of the documert by point and click Sometimes by

17 sometimes by actually typing in information but cenerally

18 point and click and that would close it

19 Would you do that physicians note rollirely

20 at the end of every procedure

21 Immediately after the procedure yes

22 Did you ever run out of time where you had to

23 do it later or anything like that

24 No

25 The the computer the computer note has
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has time noted on that is that correct

Yes it time stamped

Is that time synchronized with any other time

in the clinic to your knowledge

Not that Im aware of

Are the to your knowledge are the

different procedure rooms are the monitors or the computers

or anything synchronized cs to time

Not that Im aare of

10 Did you in working there ever have the

11 occasion to review postop note or nurses note or did you

12 look at those notes before you were oone or had completed your

13 physicians note at all

14 No my input was liriiteo to the physicians

15 note

16 Okay Would you would you have ever looked

17 at those notes or was that ust sent on in the packet

18 documenting the procedure Any nurses notes ever

19 No

20 During 2007 how would you describe the case

21 load of procedures not the medical side hut the procedures

22 at the endoscopy center

23 Very heavy

24 And approximdtely mean to the best of your

25 recollection how many procedures were you all doing day
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It varied but generally about 70 to perfaps

on very busy day 80

What time did the frst procedure sLart

To the best of my recollection 700 a.m

And do you know how those first few paflents

were scheduled

My understanding was th0t initially tLe ww

schedule five patients with the same procedere times be Yey

700 7eO there would be four or five patients there so ttbe

10 if there we-e any no shows the clinic could start righL or

11 time and not be waiting for patient to show

12 What happened if all the 700 or 7l5ish

13 people showed up

14 Then we got behind

15 From the beginning

16 Right from the start

17 Did you ever have any conversations with Dr

18 Desai regarding Low long it took 3ou to do you in particuicir

19 to do procedures

20 He berated cc about that on multiple

21 occasions

22 And what what time period are we talking

23 about

24 2005 06 07 08
25 And would he call you into his office eno h0ve
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these ccnversations

Even to the point of presenting them at oroup

meetings

Arid what you mean like doctor meetings

Yes

What what would he what would he say

he was always harpinc on the fact that took

me very long to oo procedures in his estirration

Was this like the sort of the agenda of the

10 meeting or was it like side conversation you had maybe

11 before the meeting or after the meeting

12 At times he made it the agenda of the meeng
13 It was topic of discussion Among other topics of course

14 but

15 how would how would he express me0n

16 would he say your name or what would he do

17 Oh yes dbsolutely

18 What would he say Would he address you

19 That was taking too long to do procedures

20 and he told me that if was slow in doing procedures its

21 because lacked conficence And his comment was quote

22 speed equals confidence unquote

23 And were you the only doctor that was singled

24 out in that regard

25 he was concerned about Dr Mukherjees speed
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in doing procedures

During those meetings mean did you respond

or did you offer yoc know

The only response Gave him was that would

take what length of time it took tc 00 prooedure horoughly

safely comple ely

Besides during the aoctors meetings did he

ever discuss the speed at whilh he did procedures

Yes he did

10 in front of staff When When was that

11 Same time frame

12 Same time frame Arc tien if you were around

13 staff would it be where in the fici ity

14 Not around staff He would just talk to me on

15 one to one

16 Oh okay And so that would be just various

17 plares the endoscopy center

18 Right within the ficiity

19 Same types of cements ut
20 Yes

21 confidence or

22 Yes that and that war basically it Yes

23 Do you remember time in 2007 where Dr Desal

24 suffered stroke while he was

25 Yes
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whle he was traveling on vacation

Yes do

When he suffered that strcke vho was managing

he faclity at that time

It was supposed to he Or Carrol

Arid when Dr Carrol was in ci arge did you

notice any any difference at all

He scheduled fewer procedures to be done at

the endoscopy center

10 In your recollection how long was Desai out

11 before he came back

12 He came b0ck to work really very soon

13 thereafter within days if recall correctly and he went

14 bacK to work full time manning doing proceoores and playing

15 full ro two to three weeks thereafter if recall

16 correoty It was pretty quick was irrpressed witi how

17 quickly he apparently recovered

18 The when someone when patient

19 want to talk ust briefly about biling When panient gets

20 either procedure done at the either 00 onooopy or an

21 endoscopy what are they charqed for Whct ooes their bill

22 consist of

23 There are three major components One is

24 facility fee one is physicians fee and one is an

25 anesthesia fee
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Oh okay

and understand yuu tu say only manitur

So you tell me

01- okay Yes like if monitor that we use

reccmb vitals wasnt worx1ng properly we woulo

swtcr out

see And almost done here

just w0nt to hit ew points If scope accidentally

oucheo tfe floor before procedure what would you oo

10 didnt have that experience so

11 Do you remember telling the police officer on

12 your seod nerview that if scope touched the floor the

13 doctor would say net new one the ooctor being Dr Desai

14 dcit remember that dont think said

15 h0t Dr Desai said tfat to get new one dont think

16 dont emember saying that

17 Let me show you the statement and see if it

18 freshes youi memory

19 Thats fine

20 This was your second statement

21 MS STANISH Page 58

22 BY MS STANISH

23 have some highlights on here that you can

24 just read whatever you feel like you need to read to refresh

25 your memory
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OKay

Im always nervous coming down tdrse stairs

Ano does that refresh your memory as to whdt we juar

dscussed

Not really

Do you need to read it again

No Imean

Oh you dont

read it but still dont like remember

10 Oh understand Okay For the record

11 then Detective Whitely asked you dio you ever see any unsafe

12 prartices with the scope as far as tLem being dropped or

13 touching surface and then still being used Answer no no

14 because if the scope had touched the floor the doctor would

be like get another one So they were pretty and you said

16 yeah they were pretty good about that

17 Okay

18 And were you tiained for period of

19 approximately six weeks

20 No

21 You west to each you were at each

22 stationed if you will the pre op the procedure room and

23 cleaning room correct

24 Correct

25 And at in order to train for tha did you
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sh0dcw somebody for period of time

bhdduwab ChJistind Ruuiigiiz fu wtk iii

pre op And in the rooms the procedure room and the scope

room shadowed Freddie for week

Okay have nothinc further

THE COURT All right Thank ycu

Red ect

REDIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MS WECKERLY

10 Just couple guestons Im putting on he

11 overhead States 126 And just ham question This

12 This poster that we see here do you know when thdt was put

13 up

14 After the investigations

15 Oboy So after the CDC and the Health

16 Department came this poster went up on the wall

17 Yes

18 And Ms Stanish asked you about the experence

19 of having scope drop on the floor and she asked you about

20 what you told he police about that in your interview Do you

21 remember that

22 Yes

23 just second ago And your answer was if

24 the scope touched the floor the doctor would be like get

25 another one That as in your statement
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Thats what just read yes

That w0snt refeerce well ias thot

reference to Dr Desa meaxi did you have that experience

with IL

dont know dont remember

Oicay

Thats why dnt

So its not necessarily referring to him

Right

10 Ms Stanish asked you about the CRNA5

11 interviewing the patients in the actual procedure room

12 Yes

13 Did you ever see Dr Desai start procedure

14 befoite patient was umber anesthesia

Yes

16 On more than one occasion

17 Yes

18 And what would the how would the patient

19 react

20 The patient would be struggling biting

21 gagging

22 Thank you

23 THE COURT Any recross Mr Santacroce

24 MR SANTACROCE No Your Honor

25 THE COURT Ms Stanish
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MS STANISEi No Judge ThanK you

THE COURT Any jur questions for this ltnecs

Ill see counsel at the bench

Off reccrd bench ccnference

THE COURT Ma0xn we have jurcr question

jurcr would like to Know did you ever see Keith Mathafs cd1

tackle bcx frcm roco tc rcom

THE WITNESS No

THE COURT Okay Did you ever see Keith Mcithcths

10 with tackle box

11 THE WITNESS dont know what tackle box is

12 SO

13 THE COURT Like you know fishermen its like coy

14 kind of well lets just say any kind of box

15 THE WITNESS No

16 THE COURT Okay

17 State any follow up

18 MS WECKERIIY No Your Honor Thank you

19 THE COURT Defense any follow up

20 MS STRNISH No Judge

21 MR SANTACROCE No

22 MS STANISH Thank you

23 THE COURT Any additional juror questions before we

24 excuse the witness No

25 All right Maam thank you for your testimony
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Please dont disouss your testimony witS anyone else who may

bc witnams in this came

THE WITNESS Yes maam

THE COURT Thank you and you are excused

And The State rn call its next witness

MR STAUDAHER The State oa is Ruta Russom to the

stami your Honor

RUTA RUSSOM STATES WITNESS SWORN

THE CLERK Thank you ease he seated Arid

10 please state and spell your name

11 THE WITNESS First name Ruta UT last name

12 Russom

13 THE COURT All riqht Thank you

14 Mr Staudacer

15 DIRECT EXPNINATICN

16 BY MR STAUDAHER

17 Did you say your last name is pronounced how

18 Russor

19 Russom Okay And think said Russom so

20 Im sorry about that

21 Its okay

22 Maam want to take you back in time

23 little bit and ask you if you ever worked for place called

24 the Endoscopy Center of Southern Levada

25 Yes
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What was the

THE COURT was ust gong to say Alve sdrt

voice so that black box in frcnt of you is

THE WITNESS Oh okay

THE OOURT the microphone cast kcno try to

IK into that so we can make sure ever3ibcdi hur

THE WITNESS Okay

BY MR STAUDAHER

Arid just so we know Im coinc to shmw you

10 couple of pLtures and you can draw on this scream wYh your

11 fngernail and then just tap it down here to clear it if we

12 need to do that Okay

13 Okay

14 All right What was the time frame iou worked

1R at the endoscopy center

16 September 2005 unti it closed

17 In 08
18 In 08
19 Early 08 During that time wYat what was

20 your first job when you first startec there

21 When first started

22 Yes

23 was in medical records

24 What did you do in medical records

25 Filing
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Now had you had any clirical expeiLience or

trainino prir to goino to the endoscop center

No

So you were ust doing filing in the medcal

records circa

Yes

How long did you do that jute

Approximately six mouths

Was it the same job tee whoe timc- or did you

10 graduate to other places

11 No just there

12 At some point after six monThs because thats

13 long mean thats not as long as you worked there

14 correct

15 No

16 Did you switch jobs in sorre wciy

17 Switch jobs

18 Did you do something else besdes filino

19 records

20 No not in that six months No

21 Okay After the six months

22 Yes

23 What happened then

24 started doing front desk at the endoscopy

25 center
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Now wYat dces front desK men
ChecKin 111 pdtix15

What do you typical do when patient comes

in to be checked in

wc nive them their paperwork heir

consent forms sion ano expldin It aro cl5O collect tfeir

copays Wh thdt time aS we

Would ypu do anythino else other than than

initial sort of intertot on with the patient

10 No

11 Would the patients tien go somewhere

12 They wo have seat for their procedume to

13 be ready

14 How loro did you do that particular job

15 Until it closed in did that until it

16 closed the front desk

17 Until toe front desk closed you mean

18 Until the facility closed

19 Okay So you did that job throughout the

20 whole tme thereafter

21 Uh huh

22 Now was that the only place that you worked

23 in the clinical side of things or or did you go somewhere

24 else and do anything

25 also was trained to be 01 tech
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So lets stick with the front desk for

fftufftrit

Uhhuh

So you had quite ong time working at the

front oesk assume

Yes

When youre working there umd the patients

come what hours of were you that you tynically worKed

From 630 usuali opened the facility

10 So you got there in the morning and you were

11 here until when

12 Probably 2O 330 It just depends on how

lu busi we were

14 So you didnt stay until the very end of the

day toen

16 No not usually

17 Now wYen you first when you first were

18 there the morning and lets stay at the front desk

19 patients come in mean how many patients would come in at

20 time at the very beginning of the cay

21 The beginning of the day usually three

22 three to four

23 So it would be just few patients

24 Uh huh

25 Now you had lot and weve seen some
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pictures of the waitinc room area And Im showing goinu

tu shuw yuu what hub bauii ULaliKuc as aunittud as tdub
114 Do you see that

Yes

Now tYere ic ks like some areas where

theres some courtert up in tne top portion of this

Yes

Is tnere 0nv glare arourd here whure you would

be working when you were wcnkrc the front desk

10 The frst windcw

11 So right in heie

12 Yes

13 Sc youre there working at the fcn desk

14 ObviousLy you can see the witnq room

15 Yes

16 ThrougYcut the day curing tue time you were

17 there did it get crowned

18 Yes

19 Was it ever mean were there seats

20 availab all the time for people or what was the situation

21 mean how crowned is crowded is what Im asking you

22 Every seat was taken It was crowded

23 Did you ever have to deal with people

24 complaining or being upset because they were waiting

25 The wait time sometimes there was people
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faw people who were anory upset havent eaten yet

And whei huw bathLuuflls wuiu dvuuldblu

There fcr the for tfe patients that were there

Bathrooms

Yes

Just one for the mares and one for females

Okay These are al patients that hare had

prcps the nlgh before and all that correot

Yes

10 Was there ever any issue with people neeoing

11 use the bathroom ann somebody is in there

12 dont remember No not that reoall

hr Okay So lets move away from the front desk

14 area or moment You said you beoame @1 teoh some

ju st0oe

16 Yes

17 Tell us about what training you wen through

15 do tYur woik hr the olinio

19 had one week of training in the reoovery

20 area and one week of training in the rooms to assist the

21 dootor

22 Okay So you so you worked as 01 teoh

23 Dd you olean the soopes as well

24 only oleaned soopes when it was time to

25 break the techs that were aotually working in there
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Ocay So thTh wasnt reg-ular job of yours

Nu

So after you left the front desk area and

sturted wokng elsewhere how much how did you split your

Thme Eeuse you mentioned recovery area proedure room

The fior cask and the scope cleanlnc

wouo usudlly come in and usually there

wmulu cc ufl ther persoc doing the front desk She usually

casr in 80 So from 610 to 800 would run the front

10 Afte that would continue to help on the floor the

11 recovery areu

12 Would you shft between those areas that you

13 descriceo

14 Yes

When you excuse me When youre in the

16 recovery mom area what is your job What are you doino

17 herer

18 Mainly calling the patients for their

19 procedures having them undress putting them in the gurney

20 rakino them in the room hooking them up

21 Now as fur as the gurneys are concerred and

22 let me go to that area here Im showing you what has been

23 admitted as States 119 And again Ill go out just

24 little bit for that Do you see the see that picture

25 Yes
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Does that look like some of the gurneys that

youre talking about

Yes

Now the orientation of those gurneys the

foot of the bed is toward the tall and the head it looks

like te head is towaro the font is that right Beoduse

theres pillow towaro the front ano angles

Yes

right here Is that the ay they

10 trabitionally work

11 No

12 How would they normally be

13 It would be the opposite wo3/

14 So when theyre all lineo up like that they

15 would be normally the other direotion

16 Yes sir

17 So wher you brought the patients in the

18 rooms where the prooedures were done how did that happer

19 How did you do that

20 How would we

21 How is it you ould move them in there

22 We would wheel them in the opposite way It

23 depends on whioh prooedure theyre having too

24 So the people that were on the gurneys

25 mean were they already on the gurneys or did you wheel the
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gurney and then put the people on it

It depunds If tTh cuiiy war dliddy in

room wed go ahead ann put them in the room But usually

well oring them to the gurney and wheel then in

Oay Now youve oot the patient on the

gurney dnd you are back there in the recovery room area

Besides ust helping move patients dround and forth was

There cny other thing that you did fillino out chats

records anything like that in the recovery room area

10 No just knew tiat we had to after they

II were done blood pressure line wed print it out and staple

12 it to the chart

13 Okay And Im going to show you dnother angle

14 of that recovery room You see this this one here

Yes

16 Arid this is 118 for the record Now again

17 all or those beds are lined up in LYe same way as as we see

18 them across the base there correct

19 Yes

20 So when patient was on this and you said

21 these aeds would be the other direction when you normally

22 would deal with them

23 Yes

24 The move from here and the procedure rooms

25 are on the left hand side
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Yes

So tney would ito the procedure 1001fl5

and cut of the procedure rooms

Yes

Now sYowinq you 122 does that look familiar

to you

Yes tYats the proredure room

So you worked in there as well

Yes dd
10 Now when you were the procedure rooms

11 what what did you do

12 Assist the doctors

13 When you assist the coctors what kind

14 mean now are you ass sting them What are you doing actually

15 wouc whatever they needed would

16 actually help them witS like forceps or flush snare

17 whatever they asked for

18 Okay And as far as the actual scope cleaning

19 room do you remember that one

20 Yes

21 And Im showing you 128 Do you recoonize

22 those

23 Yes

24 What are they

25 Those were the machines we put the scopes in
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to clean

And when you jneii did you outuelly do

the scope cleaning as we as you know just bring tfe scopes

In or dealing with them mean dlu you use these machines

wou have if wus breakirg the person

Inside the cleanino room

Okay And agoin z6 do ycu see That

Yes

Does that also look farnilir to you

10 Yes

11 Now These buckets that are over here do you

12 see those in the sink

13 Yes

14 Would those be used by you for some reason to

15 clean the scopes

16 Yes

17 When you went into the scope room to and

18 lets stay here for just moment Well go back to the

19 procedure room in rnirute When you were in the scope room

20 who trained you to do the cleaning of the scopes

21 Who trained me

22 Yes

23 Like the person

24 If you recall

25 It was Christina She was the lead tech for
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Us

Aiiu how who muon tidifuJig ITIOd1 110W

long were you essentially trained by someone before ttey Knd

of let you do your own thing

It was week

So youre there week he cue o1ning

he soopes and know that this isnt you fli tmc job

rioht TYis is where youre doing tYe ie lef

Yes

10 When youre doing the relief how many soopes

11 would you typically use in mean did you put tfem in

12 These buckets We kind of understano thats where it goes

13 Theres some solution in the buckets You put the scopes ir

14 there

15 Yes

16 How many scopes would you put ttrough the

17 solution at time

18 It would be one at time to 1ean it

19 And how much would how many scopes would

20 you cledn in that solution before you would well oid you

21 ever change it

22 Did change the solution while was

23 cleaning

24 No at some point During you know after

25 youve cleaned few scopes or maybe if you didnt you could
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let us know that as well

Yts wuuiu Lhdngt wuuld chdng tI

solution

Okay How many scopes would you run through

the solution before you changeo it typcally

ws three scopes woulo would be

fire but corrmon sense kceo in it if the solution

was dirty would eon it and put new one in Just

conruon sense

10 So tnats what you were instructed and you

11 would change depending on how dirty the solution was

12 Yes

13 Now ftc solution itself that was in these

14 bucets was that different thdn the solution that was in

15 these Medivator units Did you know there was cleaninc

16 solution inside the Meoiv0tcr unit

17 Yes knew that

18 Did you ever clean that yourself Change

19 change that solution

20 No not nside the machines No didnt

21 Did you ever test that or did you know it

22 needed to be tested

23 Tested yes Every morning it was supposed to

24 be tested

25 And would you do that testing sometimes
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Yes

So wnen you tested 11 wnat were you cook no

for

The colors the chanoino of the colors mdkno

sure tdnt the solution is still good

But dio during the time thdt workeo

here did you ever change the solutions therrLsiJves

No

So after it was tested in tee morr nc woclo

you test it later on if the day

wouldnt have no

Okay So unless 3ou were doing ir

morning if unoerstand you correctly if you just core in

there tc relieve somebody at some point you woulant c5 tee

solutions do anytning like that

you want to know

Just out of curiosity when we you know the

colors didnt even know about the colors until asked

And

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

point about

No

Okay Did you actually ask anyboo .t ary

that whole thing with the solution

did

Did anybody what was that about WYat did

Go ahead
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No go ahedd Sorry

Yuu said that yuu diont even knu abaut the

colors until you asked

Uhhuh

So you 0sed about tfat

Uhfuh

So was th0t riot part of your training

initial

When fIrst gor flamed no it wasnt When

10 asked the techs tlmt usually were in there they explained

11 to me what the colors were and what to look for when it does

12 change and what we neeced to to

13 Now do anybody ever nstruct you on how to

14 even change the soluton

15 No

16 Did you ask somebody to do that

17 Idid

18 But yoi were never sfown

19 No

20 Now ets go back Irto the procedure room for

21 minute Well actually before leave this room want to

22 ask you the scopes themselves after they were clean did they

23 go somewhere to dry or something

24 Yes there was cabinet we put the

25 colonoscopes in or the EGD scopes in
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the

Yes

When you came in the morning did you see

those chucK thncis tr here underneath them and

you what Im talking about in States 150 Do you

devices toese so of pcds at the brttom of the

Yes

Do you see tie scopes hanging down in this

particular cabinet

Yes

When you cane in ir the mornino on the

instances that you were actua1l\ in the room and seeing this

did you ever see these pads wth eny residues feal material

that may have drained out overnght

Yes

Was that something that happened more than

once or twice

dont remember how many times it did happen

Was it multiple times

Yes

During the day were you actually in there

doing the scopes and hanging them and doing that or was that

just in the morning when you ame in
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To ceeck the

The paus

The paos just in the mornings and hen when

covered at lunch time

Now ets go back to the procedure room And

ware dlsulaying 122 once aqain The patients that came

hrou n tnere abvioasiy you see a11 aspects You were out in

he reccvnry area youre in the procedure rooms youre in

Ye scope roam and you also are checking patients in

10 oarrectl

11 Yes

What was iour can you tell us about tine

ft volurre ef patients tuat came through there Was it high was

14 it iow d5 it average How did you consider it

15 It just depends on the day how may we had

16 Not all of them showed up on the schedule but it just depends

17 on on ftc day

18 Well aid you think that the the numbers

19 coming through were concerning to you at all

20 There were sometimes we were very busy and

21 sometimes we werent

22 MS STANISH Im sorry couldnt hear that

23 THE COURT She said sometimes you were very busy

24 and sometimes you werent

25 THE WITNESS Yes
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BY PIP STAUDAHER

Dl iuu tv think tfdt th wr ruu iny

patients omino through the clinic

At one point yes

And what what are we talking about In

reioticn tc vThen he clinic closed was that somethino that it

bu or it wds sustained thing mean what are we

no dbout

Repeat it again Im sorry

10 You said one point

11 Uh huh

12 What are you talking about at one poirt

13 Just the volume of the patients An one point

14 -hey were was lot tc handle in one day

Did you think it was too much

16 Yes

17 And why what was the problem with there

18 beino that mciny patients coming through

19 Just the volume of staff too You had to

20 looK how many we were taking care of these patients

21 Did you ever feel you were stressed by that

22 Sometimes yes

23 Now what about the staff since you mentioned

24 tmit Was it the staff there was mean would they stay

25 worlcing the same staff for long period of time Was there
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urncver

There wcs lot uf turnuvers

And you stayed there for fair bit of time

Yes

When you worked there oid the people that you

woic with did they change regularly

Yes

Now what Im talkinc about is not people to

get promoted to another part of the practice

10 No No

11 So are we talking about people that came to

12 worK there

13 Arid they would come back

14 only stay for time and leave

Yes

16 Okay As far as the procedure room itself

17 ano Im going to talk to you about Dr Desai for moment was

18 it different being in procedure room with him than with

19 other doctors

20 Sorry You said it was

21 Was it different being with Dr Desai in

22 room doing procedure than the other doctors

23 Not really They needed the same things

24 help wise

25 What about the speed of the procedures
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It was little bit faster than the other

ducturs

Did you ever see Dr Desai start procedures on

patients before they were under anesthesia

That only happened to me once

Can you describe that

Can oescribe that

Yeah tell us what happened

cant really Its been long time

10 Do you remerrber giving statement to the

11 police at some point

12 Yes did

13 Would it refresh 3iour memory to maybe looK

14 your statement to read copy of the transcript to refresh

15 your memory

16 had it didnt bring it with me

17 can provide it to you

18 DKay Sorry

19 Would that help you

20 THE CDIJRT Hes going to show you the statemert

21 THE WITNESS Dkay

22 THE CDURT and then you can read it

23 THE WITNESS All right

24 THE CDURT and then let him know whether or not

25 that refreshes your memory Dkay
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THE WITNESS Okay Thank you

THE CoURT Mr Staudaher go ahead and approach tue

witness

MR STAUDAHER Page 21 for counsel

BY MR STAUDAHER

And you can read as moch befcre and after as

you need to to get context When youre done go ahead and

read it and le me know when youre clone

OKay

10 OKay Does that refresh yow memory

11 Yes it does

12 Can you tell os aboot that instane

10 It was an EGO it was female having an EGO

14 done And like said there she kept on saying she wcisnt

1L asleep that she felt the scope

16 And what what happened

17 He continued with the procedure

18 So shes saying Im rot asleep or something

19 and he continues

20 Yes

When you say he continued mean did he go

22 ahead and do the entire procedure

23 mean at one point she did fall asleep but

24 during him inserting the scope she wasnt

25 How did that make you feel hat you saw and
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witnessed at that time

UiicunLfuLtabTh

Did it upset you

little bit

Did you tThk to him about it

Yes did

Did cc actually go out nd talk to The patient

about it at some point

Yes he did He actually apologized

10 Was the pThient asleep or was the patient

11 upset by this afterwaro

12 She was still when she caine to she was

13 still talking about it

14 Okay And what did she say

15 That you know he could have waited until she

16 actually fell asleep to you know do the procedure

17 With regaro to reuse of supplies and things

18 like that did you ever witness anything being reused

19 whatever it was syringes propofol bite blocks anything

20 like that

21 The only thing can think of was the bite

22 blocs that we did reuse

23 Okay So you were you reused hi blocks

24 on people

25 Yes
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And what would happen to the bite blocs once

thuy gut used

We would clean them just like we woulo with

the scope

It would qo in the solutions and the whole

worics

Yes

And were talking about both scopes both

upper and lower scopes in the same solution

10 Yes

II What about things lIke gowns

12 It depends on which cowrs they wore

13 OKay Whats the difference

14 One of the gowns were just the wrap on and

15 another one was thicker one

16 So te us the difference between the gowns

17 with regard to the reuse issue

18 That If we used the thIcker gown we wouldnt

19 we werent supposeo to take it off So we would put that

20 on witn the other gown that we would take off and throw dway

21 There was two different gowns

22 THE COURT Oown that you wore or gown that the

23 patients wore

24 THE WITNESS We work

25 THE COURT Oh okay
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THE WITNESS Im so sorry We wore The plsic

THE COURT No no Mr Staudher

THE WITNESS gowns that we wore

BY IVA STAUDAHER

So tAn plastic there were two types that

you you all wore

Yes

And was one reusable one

Yes

10 Was one disposable one

11 Yes

12 Well lets talk about the disosdblc ores

13 Was there any issue with Dr Desai usino too mdny

14 disposable gowns anytfing like that

15 Not to me no

16 What about the ones that were not reusa1i

17 Those ones mean if you wore them ou

18 wouldnt throw them away We knew we just knew hci It

19 was just one of the if you wore those gowns you woulont

20 hrow it away

21 Right But as far as reusing them or getting

22 new one

23 Now you would keep that gown on

24 Even if it got dirty

25 We usually put that one on and then the one
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that we threw away we would put it or top so we wouldrt oet

it dirty

Would Dr Desai yel about gown use

Not to me no

Did you hear him at ctner pc pie about

That

Not that kno of no

Ive got your transcript Would it rcfresb

your memory to look at copy of 3/our transcript

10 MR STAUDAI-IER Page 20 for counsel

11 BY MR STAUDAHER

12 And go back one page and read oat of thd

13 pace too but the page 20 is the one Im interesteo in uou

14 reading

15 said with the use of gowns he did yell

16 Okay So tell us about that What was he

17 yelling about

18 dont remember

19 But he was yelling about people using gowns

20 Yes

21 Was there any ever was tnere ever any issce

22 about not changing things out being scolded and Im not

23 talking about you necessarily you being scolded for this If

24 youre present when it happens to someone else thats fine

25 too But Dr Desai yelling at anybody about you know not
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changing things or us1ng too mucY of anything anythirg like

htI

Not that remember

Did you ever hear camp riots about that with

Desai related to the cte teohsf

mean corny nts yeah heard But oid

ever pay attention to them or queston it no

want to sye fica ly sk you ouple things

about Ronald Lakeman Do you see hIm cont today

10 Yes

11 Can you point to him and describe something

12 thri hes wearing for the record ease

13 Orange or pink shirt

14 MR STAUDAHER Wculo the record reflect the

15 identify of Mr Lakemar

16 THE COURT It wili

17 BY MR STAUDAHER

18 Mr Lakemn dno propofol Did you ever see

19 him reusing propofol or ow ore patient to another

20 No oidnt pdy attention Like propofol

21 itself No

22 Yeah the drug Was it you know it caine

23 in you remember it coming in bottles

24 Yes

25 Did you ever see the bottles going him
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usino bottle on patient and then using that botule on

dflutIIdL pdtuf1

MR SANTACROCE Askeo ano answe ed

THE COURT Overruled

Did you ever see trat

THE WITNESS No dont reTember

BY MR STAUDAHER

Did you ever see hin speoifioally reuse

propofo_ bottle and syrinne on pQt ant the same patient

10 The same bottle same patient oo into it multiple nimes with

11 syringe

12 Same pat art yes

13 So what ano want to be olear on this

14 That bottle of propofol syringe/neeole oornbination goes into

15 the propofol draws out medioQtion Goes into the patient

16 Yes

17 Then takes that scum syringe and goes book

18 into the bottle of propofol duing tiat same patienu

19 With the sarru patient yes

20 Now you said that 7ou oidnt did you see

21 when you didmt see the bottle ing from patient to

22 patient did you pay attention to that or did you know

23 didnt pay attention to that

24 But at least the sort of reuse within single

25 patient you saw that
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Yes

Now the people that yu actually wrked w1t

he ffO5 as far as CIRNAs who were they

It was Ronald Lakeman ard Linda Hubbard

And your observations of Ronald Lakeman the

hino cu just described with reuse of the same syringe into

he sme ttle of propofol on the same patient was that

somcrY no standard tnat he did most of the time

That noticed Yes

10 So ts wasnt just something that happened

11 one time this was regular thing for him

12 With the same patient yes

13 Now Dr Desai you saw him do some

14 proceoores orrect

15 Yes

16 When he did procedures were you the tech that

17 was dea ng wiTh the scope during procedure

18 If was in the room at that time yes

19 So wuer Dr Desai dlo the procedures dt the

20 enc or the proceoure when he took the scope out did Ye do it

21 mean like the other doctors Im talking about speed of

22 taking out the scope

23 Dr Desai was little bit faster than the

24 other the other doctors yes

25 OKay In fact was did you have to take
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speciil care with Dr Desai with regard to when thar scope

ccane oit

Yes because of the speed you paid attention

Oicay WAlt would happen when the scope caine

out the patient sometimes

Whatever Im sorry Sdy that aqain

When Dr Desa would take Ale scope out of the

patient and were talkinq about the speed

Uhhuh

10 what would happen sometimes

11 If we were doing colonoscopy whatever was

12 in there would come out with it

13 Okay Would that would it end up any place

14 in the room on you anyplace else

15 On the chuck on the gurney sometimes on the

16 floor

17 MR STAUDAHER pass the wtness Your Honor

18 THE COURT All right Cross

19 CROSS EXANTNATION

20 BY MR SANTACROCE

21 You talked about cood afternoon Im

22 sorry

23 Hello

24 didnt introduce myself Im Rick

25 Santacroce represert Mr Lakeman You talked about the
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procedare that

reuse the same

is tb0t

10

11

12

13

14

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Mr Lakeman used in drawing prooof ci correct

Yes

And you never you said you never saw him

bo tie on different patient correct

Yes

Bec0ase you werent paying attention to that

Yes

But you were paying attention to him using

syrince or patient then going into the propofoi bcttie and

usinc it again if that patient needed it correct

Yes

You aso worked with other CPNAs correct

Yes
Linda Hubbard

Yes

Teii me about your reiaticnship with Linca

Hubbard

We didnt get aiong

In act you said that when she got terrelnated

it was the Lappiest day thdt you of your iife wasnt it

Yes did

Teii me you aiso worked with Keith Mathahs

correct

Keith Mathahs didnt reaiiy work with him
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that mach

Well Im September 21st your name appeams

on the first three procedures that Keith Vathahs did

Uhhuh

So you dd work with Keith Mathdhs

Oh yes did Not as muc as Ronalo LaKeman

or Linda

And you testified in your interviam with Metro

basicl_y Mathahs used the same procedure c5 Mr Lakemari

10 correct

ii Yes

12 And you also said that there was no swapping

13 of propcfol from room to room correct

14 Meaninc carrying the propcfol to the next

15 room

16 Right

17 Yes

18 There was not

19 No

20 You so said that you rever witnessed the

21 CRNA leave in the middle of procedure when patient was

22 sleeping and go to another room to perform procedure isnt

23 that correct

24 Yes

25 So they never did that
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Not when was in the roorts yes

Whu wuuld bring the pdtThnts intu tTh

procedare room

Inside the rooms

Yes

The techs

And who would wheel the patient to The

recovery room

The techs

10 And oont recall if you worked in pre op or

11 not Can you just tell me if you din

In The recovery area

13 No in pre op

14 Pre op as in

When tYey came in ano got the IV5

16 No

17 You dthnt ever work in that area

18 No not in the 1175

19 Some of the other tech did though

20 correct If you know

21 Only one

22 Okay You worked in post op

23 Yes

24 And what were your functions in post op

25 Post op meaning the recovery area
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Yes

Just making munitoring tneir blood pressure

and making sure theyre coming to from the propofol fine

And what would you ook for in those

instanoes

Just ther blood pressure if its too high or

too low make sure te nuse knows Ann if theyre dizzy to

notify the nurse

Would you be responsible for monitoring their

10 vital sgns

11 Yes that too

12 Ard that was done how many times would yoi

13 monitor their vital siGns before they were discharged

14 It was know it was 20 minutes in he

15 recovery area Just how many times just dont remember

16 Do you make that 20 minutes up

17 No oont mmie mean its whatever the

18 00 make up the zO minutes No

19 Yeah mean is it 20 minutes for everybody

20 or is that really the time that they spent in the recovery

21 room

22 mean if one patient takes longer to come

23 out of it cant rush him 20 minutes out no Because for

24 every patient it is dfferent yes

25 But the minimum would be 20 minutes correct
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Correct

And thats because you fad to monitor their

vital sgns at least three or four times correct

Correct

And the mumfine only recorded it every five

minutes cumrect

Yes

So at minimum it would be 20 minutes in the

recovery room maybe _onger

10 Lead yes Correct

11 You need to answer

12 Yes

13 OKay And that was dependent upon your

14 observation af the vital signs and how they were coming out of

15 the anesthesia

16 Yes

17 And if you had problem in the recovery room

18 with this person in anesthesia who would you go to

19 The nurse

20 ThePNortheCRNA

21 The RNs

22 And then the RNs if you had an emergency

23 would contact the CRNA5 correct

24 Correct

25 And the procedure rooms were in close
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proximity to the recovery room

Yes

You know when was readinc your nterview

wth Metro kind of felt and correct me if Im wrorg you

wore kind of pressured to give that interview hd fcir

No it wasnt pressured It just more of

at tdnt time being the stress of you krow e17erthino ttt

was going on

Well you didnt want them to knoa where you

10 were corrently working correct

11 Because didnt want it to affect anyhing

12 where was at Of course

13 And so you were concerned ut elliro them

14 where youre who your current employer was

15 Yes

16 And did you also feel pressoreo into oivino

17 them certain answers

18 No

19 So you testified to them trcthfully

20 Yes

21 And you testified here trutifully

22 Yes

23 is that fair Thank you

24 MR SANTACROCE have nothing forther

25 THE COURT Ms Stanish
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MS STANISS be brief and before 500

CRuSS EXAN NATION

BY MS STANISH

Gooo a5te-rnoon

Hello

naxe Vdroaret Stanish represent Dr

Desai Do you ge cio witY Dr Desal

Yes

And is it fdir is it fair to say that if ne

10 did yel at someone it wcs betuse someone was doing something

11 concernng to him

12 Yes

13 Did cc veil at you

14 No cont -ecall him yelling at me

15 Did you have good working professional

16 relationship with him

17 Yes od
18 And cdr say that about other people in tce

19 clinic that you observed interacting with him

20 Meaninc colleagues or

21 Correct

22 tne doctors

23 Your col eagues

24 Well we worked fine

25 And just to clarify point you worked in the
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cleaning room during the lunch breaks

Yes

So how long how ong of ouration would

you being doing that funotion

30 mInutes

30 minutes

Uhhuh

And ai correct in understanding tht dLr ng

the lunch break there is only one CPNA tieres on ore

10 room mInctioning one procedure room being used durinc the

11 lurch tme

12 Yes ore time Yes

13 So cre you really cleaning that many scopes

14 when youre in the lunch during the lunchroom time Or

15 Im sorry when youre relieving people in the cleanlro room

16 during unch

17 Not as much as the other techs no

18 So bec0use youre only in there for hif

19 hour ycu wouldnt have need to test the machine or change

20 he solution during that half hour

21 No

22 Do you feel like you were strike that The

23 CPNAs would only go into the other procedure room if they were

24 breaking the other CPNA for lunch correct

25 Yes
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And as far as bdthroom breaks if CPNA

needed to go tu the rttkruurf wuuld tnere be enuugh time fur

them to do than betweer pctierts

During lunch break or just in general

No in asde fror ftc luncY break

Aside from the lunch break if the doctor is

in the other room if the other roon is not being useh and the

CPNA you have time to no to rhe htY room until your case is

ready

10 Richt And whut was trying to ge at the

11 CPNA didnt have to go into the other roorr arid subsnitute for

12 someone who had to cc to the rest cam

13 dont remember if trat hdppened dont

14 remember

15 Do you recall telliric the police when you gave

16 tdnt statement tLat the time burro the time to take

17 bathroom breaks it was between patierts so they dont change

18 rooms

19 Yes

20 Did otier doctors net mpatient or yell when

21 things were not ready besides Dr Desai

22 Yes

23 And just to clarify point on the gown Dr

24 Desai dJnit want people reusing the gown that was made out of

25 material correct
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Yes the button up Ores

But yUL iuuid U5 ttii whit Was it the tech

gown Th that what you described it as or paper qown

plistic

It was piastic oowr We could reuse

we reused it

He didi hive problem with you takirg off

rippng off those aid puttho on another one

No

10 And you woulo use that to cover the nicer

11 gown in fact

12 Yes

13 With regards to Linda Hubbrd was her use of

14 did you observe how she used the propofol

15 did and said that she asualiy had hers

16 ready like in syringes ready

17 So ste pre fil eo the syrinues

18 Yes

19 Thats have Oh Oh there was one

20 more question Im sorry Whon dootors are endino tIe

21 colonoscopy procedure and takino out the scope is is there

22 oftentimes material being discharged from the patients

23 rectum

24 Yes

25 Its just kind of gross procedure overall
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correct

Yes

And so when you say that Dr Desai would pull

out the the scope and sometimes fecal material would come

out tt oulo occur when cther doctors removed the scope as

well

Yes did

Where are ycu workinc where did you work

after ledving The clinic

10 At Dr Hykals phonetic Digestive Disease

11 Certer

12 And is it is there is it fair to say

13 th0t ll tne Las Vegas are0 especially during this time frame

14 when youre in working for the gastro center that there are

15 very ew if any formal educational training programs for

16 Thchs von know

17 dont know

18 Is it is it your experience that techs are

19 normally trained on the job

20 Yes for this kind of work yes trained on

21 the jon You dont need license to be CI tech

22 Right And you dont need degree

23 No

24 You dont need certificate

25 No you do not to be CI tech
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And is it unusual in your experience that CI

echs are taKen from otner peihaps adiraristiative aieas

he clinic and trained to CI techs

Yes

MS STANISH have nothdig further

THE COURT Redirect

MR STAUDAHER Just one

RED RECT EXAMINATION

BY MR STAUDAHER

10 Regarding the whole issue of the scopes coming

11 out and Dr Desai and the material corning out as well You

12 said sometimes fecal material would come cut with some of the

13 other doctors as well right

14 Yes

15 When tYey took the scopes out did They take

16 Them ot like Dr Desai did with the speed that he oc
17 No

18 When the stuff came out of the patients with

19 -hose occtors would splatter onto the guxney and tTh floor

20 ano so forth like it did with Dr Desa

21 Some did

22 On on regmlar basis would that happen

23 with the other doctors or just with Dr Desai

24 On regmlar basis not with all the doctors

25 no
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With Dr Desai thouch

Yes

ThanK you

THE COURT Any recross

MR SANTACROCE No

MS STANISH No Your Honor

THE COURT Any juror nuesti os for this witness

No No juror questions

All right Ma01n thank yo for your tes imony

10 Please dont discuss your testimony witf anyone else who may

11 be witness in this case Thank and you are excused

12 All right Well go anceo dno take our ever recess

13 at this point ladies and gentlemen vell reonvene tomorrow

14 morning at 930 And just to give yoi heads up for the rest

15 of the week well be starting probaniv at 1030 on Thursoay

16 Ano then heard rumor that you frlxs wanted to leave early

17 on Friday Is that true Its not just Kenny trying to get

18 out of here early It is Kenny

19 So well probably end arourd 12oO or 100 on Friday

20 for the Memorial Day weekend just tr ove everyone heads up

21 Ano then Wednesday of next week wil be later start for you

22 folks as well but dont know exactly what time well be

23 starting on Wednesday but thatll be later start as well

24 Possibly after lunch just to give you folks some planning

25 guess opportunities
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Having said that well see you all hack here

tuiiiorow ut 930 Befote excuse you must admonish you

again that youre not to discuss the case or anything relating

-o the care with each other or with anyone else Youre not

read wath or listen to any reports of or commentaries on

hs se pet son or subject matter relating to the case Do

not oo ary independent researTh by way of the Internet or any

otYei mcoiom Arid please do not form or express an opinion on

-he trl If youd all place your rotepads in your chairs

10 anc fol ow the bailiff through the rear doors

11 Jury recessed at 448 p.m
12 THE COURT Its this Thursday right It was this

13 ThursdQy the juror had the situation right

14 MS WECKERLY Thats that was my

15 THE COURT So thatll be l0oO for this Thursoay

16 MS WECKERLY Okay Thank you

17 Court recessed for the evening at 449 p.m
18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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THE COURT What about the vital signs

THE WITNESS Vital signs were uakesi off of Iie

monitor sheet from the proceduxe

HV MR SANTACROCE

Arid you wouldnt pre fill those out unull you

actudlly got into the procedure room with tte monitor isnt

ht correct

Right Right Because we didnt have

monitor in the pre op area

10 So the only thing that was filled out at

11 least by the pre op nurse was this information up here and

12 you wou fill out ths stuff in here correct

13 would fill out yeah the height and weight

14 ano the vital signs

Whose initials are these right here

16 believe this is my signature the doctor

17 cont know cant remember who that is

18 Oxay 1Pm just talking about the RNs

19 sonature Is that your signature

20 Yes

21 Ann its your testimony at least for Patty

22 Aspinwal that this patient was not pre charted isnt that

23 correct In other words you didnt you didnt fill out

24 any the vital signs until she was actually in the procedure

25 room isnt that correct
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Yes

Theres time theres time up here See

that time right there Im pointing to

Yes

Who put that time in

think did based on the strip that was

pulled from the monitor

And what would this time indioate

Well it says pre prooedure assessment So we

10 had thats when we would go five minutes baok in time

11 believe

12 Okay

13 Its hard to remember all that what was what

14 and what was

15 Okay But this was prior to the prooedure

16 being started correot

17 This 1025

18 Yes

19 think it was after

20 Oicay Well need 1ou to tell me if you

21 know dont want you to guess

22 Okay

23 If you know fine If you dont know just

24 tell me you dont know and well go from there

25 dont remember
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Okay But you did put that time in correct

It louks iice my my printing

OKay Now want want to go on little

bit further believe you testimony or at least you gave an

interview to Metro P0 ice correct

Yes

And you told Metro Police Department that

there was never any pre charting before the procedure room

correct

10 Idid

11 Okay Now cam you tell ire what this document

12 is

13 MR SANTACROCE And Im referring to Bates stamp

14 003306 for counsel

15 BY MR SANTACROCE

16 Can you tell me

17 Im sorry didnt understand the

18 question

19 THE CODRT What is that

20 THE WITNESS What is this This is the procedure

21 room paperwork

22 BY MR SANTACROCE

23 And this is paperwork you would fill out

24 would fill out part of it

25 Look at the signature for RN on the Bottom
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Yes

Is thdt yuLu siI1dtULs

Yes

So you would have filled this document our is

thct rQir to say

Yes

Okay Tell me whats on it

The doctors name my the nurses rame te

technican the CRNA We had to write how much propofcl

10 anesthesia gave where the IV was put the reason the pctient

11 had the procedure the post op diagnosis when the proceoure

12 started

13 Okay

14 and ended

15 Where would you get that time

16 That was off the monitor off the strip

17 Okay So going hack to Bates 003305 you see

18 that ths procedure assessment time was 1025 correct

19 Yes

/0 And then on the next nurses notes wYicf are

21 your notes you take off of the electronic monitor he

22 procedure time started at 1030 correct

23 Yes

24 Is that accurate

took it off the heart moritor strip so
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yech

OKay And then what se do we fino on ere

in your writing

TYe doctors name my name the nurse that wds

in recoverys initiils but she initia ed tnat it looks ilke

Do you know whose initials those are

Its Geraldine Whittaker

OKay And this is the recovery room rurse

correct

10 Yes

11 Okay So after you fill this chart out it

12 would ue placed on tue patients bed the patient would be

13 relative to the recovery room correct

14 Yes

15 With tYe chart

16 Yes

17 Then tYe next nurse that sees that patient

18 fills in what theyre responsible for correct

19 Yes

20 Okay Theres another time on this document

21 this procedure end time 1048 Do you see that

22 Yes

23 Who wrote that in

24 Idid

25 So you wrote the procedure start time ann you
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wrote the procedure eno time coret
Yes

And you took th0t off of the monitor

aso

Yes

Okay So then you see these written rotes

here

Yes

Who who wrote thse

10 Idid

11 And what does that say

12 The patient positioneo themselves on their

13 left side their vitals were stable they were able to

14 tolerate the procedure and they went to recovery

15 So it sounds like you were pretty

16 conscientious about this stuff mean you wrote down

17 specifically certain things about this patient specific to

18 this patient isnt that correct

19 Yes

20 And it would be far to say you were

21 conscientious in doinq your job

22 Yes

23 So now the patient gets rolled into the

24 recovery room and Ms Wbitaker takes over from there

25 correct
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Yes

And you testifien that cc cx and in the

dscharge area for period of Thme isrt That rrect

Yes

want you to tell me wfar oces on after this

patient now geTh moved into the recorery roorr

The patient is hooKao up an they monitor sc

Their vtals are taken and theyre watohco We watch the

patients and tell them to make sure theyre passing gas so

10 they dont have cramping after the procedure And you

11 Now want to show iou whats been marked as

12 States Exhibit 103 And this purports to me diagram of the

13 Shedow Lane facility Is that how you saw it

14 Yes

And you had Procedure Procedu correct

16 Yes

17 And this is the patient area here

18 Yes

19 Recovery room what we whiat weve been

20 referring to as the recovery room

21 Yes

22 And how many beds would be iere or how many

23 gurneys would be lined up

24 think there was four or five

25 So they would come out of tne ruoedure room
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ano just be few feet away correct

Thu

So if you had any problem with patient

coming off of The anestfesia you wuuld have access to CPNA

reThly quick isnt that correct

ies

Now In the recovery room area before the

patient Th abased to go home has to see discharge nurse

correct

10 Yes

11 And that would have been you at some point in

12 time

13 Yes

14 Tell me what you do to that patient at that

15 point in time

16 They would be brought nto the discharge room

17 You wou ask them if they want ther family member present

18 while they while you went over the instructions and

19 results And if they wanted their family member youd go get

20 them

21 Would there be anything that the discharge

22 nurse would write on that paperwork that we were looking at

23 where Geraldine Whitaker initialed Let me get it for you so

24 you

25 OKay
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can look at it You want to hit that

scrn Ln tdn buttom dudin sinc thdrb iud mdJLks Thdrt

you Anything on here tht the discharne nrse would put

dont the only ttng she would put

anythino think was the post procecure diagnosis If we

dciYt fill it in if we didnt have the repcrt like if we

diant hove the report in the room and knew what the diagnosis

was

Okay But want you to look at this specific

10 document Is there anything on here thot Ms Whitaker put

11 down

12 Oh Ms Whitaker She put ncr initials

13 Okay And what does those initials signify

14 That the patient was handed off from the

15 procedure room to to recovery

16 Now want you to look at these documents

17 Well actually lets look at this this document right

18 here Can you tell me what this document is And Im

19 referring to 3307 Does this help You tell me

20 Yeah

21 if you cant see

22 Okay All right This is after the

23 procedure

24 Okay And what is this document for

25 Well its the post op Qssessment it says up
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here so sayino that

wut sorry ere you done answer Thy

YeY its post op assessment

wont to direct your attention to his line

rioht cere Acn ttcit would he Ceralcine Whitakers

initials correct

yes

The dschrge nurse for Patty Aspinwall

correct

10 Yes

11 And what does this mean

12 Dsdrge criteria met that the patient was

13 stable to go home

14 What Is this time here Would that be the

15 discharge time

16 Yes

17 So your procedure time started at 1025

18 correct

19 Yes

20 And ths patient was actually discharged at

21 1109 corrert

22 Yes

23 THE COURT We need break

24 MR SAnTACROCE Was it

25 THE COURT Sorry to
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MR SANTACROCE something said

THE CuURT interrupt you That too but

besides that we need break Some of the jurors and

actually wanted break so Im happy for that

Ladies and gentlemen lets just gc and take about

10 mInutes Thatll put us at 245 Ard daring the hr you

ae remnded that youre not to discuss the case or anytfing

relating to the case with each other or with anyone else

Youre not to read watch or listen to any reports of or

10 commentaries on the case person or matter relating to the

11 case And please dont form or express an opinion on the

12 trial Notepads in your chairs and follow the bailiff

13 through the rear door

14 And maam during the break please don- aiscuss

15 your testimony

16 Court recessed at 230 p.m until 248 p.m
17 In the presence of the jury

18 THE COURT All right Court is now back in

19 session Everyone may be seated

20 And Mr Santacroce you may resume your

21 cross examination

22 MR SANTACROCE Thank you

23 BY MR SANTACROCE

24 Just ore last question on this discharge time

25 1109 Do you see those initials next to that time
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Yes

or rotes What does that mann Is thdt

a.m aod oheokmark or do you know what ttat means

believe its the nurses initial

Okay All righr Now Im showirg you

Stes Exhib 122 And youll reoognize that as whar

The procedure room

And if you can just draw on your screen where

you stood if you can see it there If not Ill move it

10 over

11 Oh right here

Where

ii Right here

14 Okay And is there where is the monitor

and irachine you were talking about where you get the times

16 off

17 Here

18 So would you look across that and look onto

19 The monItor or would you be standing somewhere near the

zO moritor

21 No Id be standing here

22 Okay And you could see the montor from

23 where you were

24 Yeah

25 And where would the CRNA be
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Here

And the ductur And the CI tech And that

was all that was in the room correct

Yes

Now you said that you couldnt tell what size

propofol bottles were bong used correct

think they had two different sizes

Okay One thing that you were emphatic on

when you gave your interview to the detective here was that

10 you never saw propofol go from room to room isnt that

11 correct

12 Yeah dont dont remember that

13 You dont remember seeing propofol go from

14 room to room

15 No

16 Let me show you States Exhibit 118 Could

17 you click the screen for me again

18 Sure

19 And can you tell me what that is

20 Thats the recovery area right here

21 And then the procedure rooms would be right

22 here

23 Yes

24 So theyre only few feet from the patient

25 correct
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Yes

Nuw see 5ufflE muntors un the walls here

The putlents were hooked up to those monitors when they came

into the recovery room correct

Yes

And hiow ong would typcdlly patient be in

mi recovery room

About 20 minutes 15 20 minutes

And is there some series of tests that you

10 would have to clear them on before they could be discharged

11 In other words would you take their vitals three times

12 Yes

13 And that would take about 20 minutes for the

14 typical patient to be just in the recovery area

15 Yes

16 Maybe little longer depending on the

17 patient correct

18 Yes

19 And you would as discharge person you

20 would make sure that that person at least was coming out of

21 the effects of the anesthesia before you discharged them

22 correct

23 Yes

24 And lou would make sure that their vital signs

25 were stable correct
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Yes

Nuw tbe dtctivs dkd yuu iii tht intrvbew

about the cleanliness of the facility Do you remeridoer ft at

Yes

And think you said thct you be iare no

facility was clean correct

YeaL

Arid think they asked you on arcil of to

10 how clean was it and you said about isnt nc

10 correct

11 Yes

12 And is that an accurate portrayal of your

13 testimony or your interview

14 Yeah it wasnt disgusting like 5ciO but

15 it wasnt spotless

16 Oicay Well lets take this picture here ft

17 the procedure room ft there some things in that pr cedure

18 room that bother you as far as cleanliness

19 No

20 Lets look at the recovery area Is there

21 anything in that picture or your recol ection that you can

22 recall that bothers you about the eanliness of that room

23 No

24 MR SANTACROCE have not further guestiors

25 Thank you
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THE COURT All riont Renirect

MS WECKERcY \Ji fli see that file please

Mr Santacroce Thanks

REDIRECT EXAMJINAT ON

BY MS WECKERLY

Im gcinq to slow iou some of the same charts

from that same file

OKay

OKay And ths is for the reord States

10 Exhibit And this Bates Number 3302 Do you recognize

11 what that is

12 That ooks like the anesthesiologis form

13 Yeah thats an anesthesia record

14 Yes

15 And can you see at tie top here these times

16 Yes

17 What does that sai

18 1030

19 And thats 11

20 11

21 Okay And theies actually vitals marked all

22 the way across to 11 would that be correct

23 Yes

24 OKay Looking at the bottom is there time

25 indicated there
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Yes

Whot -5 that

10iO to it looks like 1101

minutes

Yes

Okay Now you said that you hen ou cii

your prccedures or whier you did your tmes you kind of

calculated off tape time

Yes

10 Im putting on the overhead this is Bstes

11 Number 3308 Test how good your eyesight is

12 Uh huh

13 Do you see those two tapes

14 Yes

15 Were those one of the ones that you relied

16 upon for your time

17 Yes the first this one

18 This one

19 Yes

20 Oicay Im going to you cannot see it

21 Im going to zoom in on okay

22 OKay

23 And that was this tape is what This tape

24 were looking at here

25 This first one is the one from the procedure
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room

OKay And so tere time This is tYe

start right

Yes

OKay So this is wtHe the patient in

rhere in the procedure room is th0t roht

Yes

OKay So thdts 1030 ano you read it up

correot

10 Correct

11 Okay So 1030 and then wnats the end time

12 1048

13 1048 Not 1101

14 Right

15 Okay Arid then this other tape time sort of

16 flipping it the other way are you able to read that

17 Yes

18 Okay And is that ftc recove area

19 Yes

20 Okay So for this tape to be on record

21 that means the patient is out of the procedore room into the

22 recovery area arid hooked up on new monitor correct

23 Correct

24 And the monitor time on here stats at what

25 1055
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OKay But when you were ooing wh you

were tne urocedume room nurse you said th0t you oaseo

everythng sorry cdn you see thdt aOon off of of of

this tape right

Yes

Not this one not the eccvery tane

No

OKay So showino you will be Bates

Number 3305 And looking at that tape time with start time

10 of 1030 correct

11 Yes

12 So lets look at this recumo Let me haum

13 out Okay Can you see that This is the procedure room

14 form correct

15 Yes

16 And this is the one where you filled out the

17 height and the weight

18 Yes

19 Arid then you said you think too filled out

20 this 1025

21 Yes

22 Now how is that time derived

23 So you went five minutes hack

24 Okay So you went to cet that youd go

25 hanus fve minutes from this 1030
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Cc rect

Correcr You dont oox at clocK nut you

base it on the tape tme

Rioht

Ccy So that time no matter what is is

mbnus fv2 minutes rom the tape

Yes

teat right Okay dont want to get

these out of order Now Fm going to show you this form

10 whioh is Bates Number F06 Arid tbs still something

11 filled cut by you in tie procedure room correct

12 Yes

13 And you said youd fill out how much propofol

14 was given correct

15 Yes

16 And then you filled out who was present during

17 the procedure

18 Yes

19 And then this is your

20 Yes

21 sort of notes on on the patient durinq

22 the procedure

23 Yes

24 And this this when would you fill this

25 out
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Durico the piocedure Sometimes you might

fill it out befoje

Okay

Rioht before the procedure

Okay So axid thr if something different

happened you caL fx it

Yes

But there were times when these were filled

out before

10 Yes

11 Oay So this time right here where it says

12 procedure stara tme you go off ths this tape again to

13 get that

14 Yes

15 Otcay Now Im showing Bates Number 3307 Can

16 you see that Are you good there seeing that

17 Yes

18 Okcay So this is what type of form Is this

19 in the procedure room or have we now moved to post op

20 Post op

21 Okay And that says post procedure assessment

22 time

23 Yes

24 And what whats the time there

25 1050
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Is that your writing

think su

Oay And how do you how would you

calculate that time

think that was two minutes after The

procedure end Thme

Okay So you go back to you your ape
Ano youre in the procedure room so you know what That is

rioht

10 Yes

11 Okay So its plus two minutes to this

12 1048

13 Yes

14 is that right Regardless of what it is

lR we just add two and write it in

16 Yes

17 Okay Now the RN is not you in post op for

18 this patient right Its

19 Right

20 G.W Geraldine Whittaker

21 Yes

22 Okay Now this time or this this is

23 filled out when this part Can you read that this chart

24 Uh huh

can bring it up if you want to look at it
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Yeah rio

Dischrge it says dischdlge citeric met

yes And it looks like IlO
Uh huh This is the discharge nurse

OKay Wmits who is this

It looks like it says N.V and cant

remember who had those initidls

Okay Different sigrature than

Yes

10 than this person Geraldine correct

11 Yes

12 Okay And then this this says physician at

13 beoside and it says think 1055 right

14 Yes

15 Would you have filled in that time when you

16 were in the pre op or in the procedure room or was this

17 time like five minutes after

18 Uh huh Yes

19 Okay So we take 1050 we add five minutes

20 Yes

21 Regardless And at 1055

22 Yes

23 physician at bedside Of course if we go

24 back to our anesthesia record theyre still under anesthesia

25 right Because its 100 that these vitals are charged
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rioht

Yedh

Oay But the way you were instructeo was you

add five IrLinutes to the post procedure tine to get this

physician dt bedside time Is that correct

Yes

OKay And this discfarce time do you know

Yaw do you remember how that Im sorry You cant see

That didn show you This very last time here do you

10 know how that one was calculated

11 cant remember how they calculated that

12 Okay And theres one more time on here and

13 it says heplock DC time okay

14 Uh huh

1k Arid it looks like it says 1055

16 Yeah

17 Do you know how that was calculated

18 Yeah it ended up being the same time as

19 the

20 Physician

21 down here Yeah at the physician at the

22 bedside

23 Okay

24 And then think they calculated half an

25 hour after tha
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Togetthe

WdS th dischdJy

the reel leaving time

Yeah

Okay So this time we cdd five minutes and we

get the physician at bedside and the heplcck taken out time

correct

Yes

And then you add half hour or so or and

10 then you get this last time

II Yes

12 And of those were just based on

13 The strip

14 the strip not when they really happened

15 Right

16 Okay And is that wfat you is that what is

17 meant or what your understanding of pre charting is

18 Yeah becanse you were filling in those

19 times

20 Before they

21 ahead of time Yeah

22 were moving throuch Have you ever charged

23 like that since then

24 No

25 Did you do it that way before
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No

It was unique to ths pice

Yes

Thank you

THE COURT Any recross

MR SANTACROCE Yes

THE COURT Okay

RECROSS EXANINATION

BY MR SANTACROCE

10 Im going to show you again the anesthesia

11 record

12 Okay

13 This is filled out by the anesthesia the

14 RENA correct

Yes

16 And the start time is at 1030 correct

17 Yes

18 And Im going to show you your note What

19 time was the procedure started according to your note

20 1030

21 You didnt talk to the RENA and ask him what

22 time he put down on there did you

23 No

24 You put 1030 on your chart and he would

25 write down when he started on his chart
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Yes

Arid its nut cuinciOent tuit rnure buth

rhe s0me time because thats the time they were started isnt

that correct

Yes

So the start times are accurate cirect

Yes

Now she talked to you tne CA talkeo to you

about the strip time You couldnt make ths up could cu
10 No

11 Because it comes from the machine correct

12 Right

13 And that time on the strip time coincides with

14 the other times you wrote on your charts isnt thAr cOrrect

15 Yes

16 There was no fudging with that was there

17 No

18 MR SANTACROCE Thats have

19 THE COURT Ms Stanish

20 MS STANISH Nothing further Your Honor Thank

21 you

22 THE COURT Ms Weckerly

23 MS WECKERLY Nothing else Thanks

24 THE COURT We have couple of juror questions If

25 patient has problems either in the procedure room or in the
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recovery room ano you had already flleo cut the Thart hat

dId yuu du

THE WITNESS We would cross it out and then wrte

wht actually heppened

THE COURT Okay And did that happen that you h0o

to

THE WITNESS Yes

THE COURT do that All riqht And then row oc

you know how much propofol was given to the patient as writ en

10 as flled in on the procedure room form

11 THE WITNESS would take that off of the

12 anesthesia form When the procedure was over the CRNA would

13 hand you their anesthesia form to put in the chart and the

14 amount would be on there and then you would fill it in or

15 that

16 THE COURT Okay Based on what was

17 THE WITNESS Yes

18 THE COURT that information

19 Counsel approach

20 Any other juror questions for the bailiff to

21 retrieve

22 Offrecord bench conference

23 THE COURT Requrding the nurse that was yelling at

24 Dr Desai about the single use biopsy forceps did she leave

25 the endoscopy center
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THE WITNESS No

THE COURT Oxdy Any fu_iuw ciny uf thus

juror questions from tie State

MS WECKERJY No thank you

THE COURT Any follow up rom the defense

PECROSS EXAII\ATIOI\

BY MS STRNISH

Just to clarify 310 uJerstand you no say

that tiat nurse who was yelling was rot yelIng at Dr Descii

10 He wasnt theie

11 cant remember if Le wcis there or not

12 All rloht Thank you

13 THE COURT Mr Santacroce

14 MR SANTACROCE Nothing furtier

15 THE COURT Any additiona juror questions before

16 excuse the witness No

17 Maam thank you for your testirrony Please dont

18 discuss your testimony with anybody else who may be called as

19 witness in this case Thank you and you are excused

20 And State call your next witress

21 MS WECKERLY Orlena Harris holleman

22 THE COURT Ma0m just right up nere next to me up

23 those couple of stairs please And then ost remain standing

24 facino that lady right there who will administer the oath to

25 you
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ORLENA HOLLEMAN STATES WITNESS SWORN

THE CLERK Thank you ease be seQteo And would

you please state aid spell your name

THE WITNESS Orlena Holleman

HOLLEMAN
THE COURT Al right Thank you

Ms WecKerly

DIRECT EXPTIINAT ON

BY MS WECKERLY

10 How are you

11 Good

12 You used to be Ms Harris correct

13 Correct

14 Okay Back in 2006 and 2007 did you work at

15 the Endoscopy Center of Southern Nevada

16 Yes

17 And do you recall when you started about

18 06 think it was April

19 April of 2006 Is tiat yes

20 Yes

21 And Im going to bug you about sayng that

22 because were recording in here so we have to say yes or no

23 rather than just shaking your head Okay

24 Okay

25 Okay So you starteo in April of 2006 How
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long did you work there

Lni1 08 wAnn the faclity Ciusd

OKay What was your position at the faoility

Castro teoh

And is that shorteneo to CI teh

CI teoh

As tech who was that hired you into yow

position

was Tonya

10 Tonya Rushing

11 Yeah Yes

12 Yes Did you have any training prior to

13 starting there in working as CI teoh

14 No

15 And onoe you got there did you get any kind

16 of on the job craining that taught you how to do what they

17 wanted you to do

18 Yes

19 Who enoed up training you

20 was trained by Christina and guy named

21 Freddie

22 guy named Ray

23 Freddie

24 Oh Freddie Do you know Christinas last

25 name
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Rodriguez

And tuw dbuut Fiuddt

dont know his last name

Its been awhile richt

Lead yes
What kind of how oid cow did they train

you Whut did they what were they like your first day

how did what did they do in terms of training ycu

trained out in pre op and post cp as the

front part where we would bring the patients back and put them

11 in the bed and get them ready for the procedure And we

12 got them ready after their procedure was cver to get reaoy to

13 go to cLscharger

14 Okay

15 She trained me to do that part

16 And CI tech has responsibilities in pre op

17 in the procedure room and also in recovery Is that fair

18 Thats fair

19 Okay And did you work all of those areas

zO Yes

And CI techs also there is cleaning room

22 right where the scopes are cleaned

23 Yes

24 Did techs do that as well

Yes
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Arid do you do all of those four locations

wheo yau WcO warKing tncc

Yes

OKay hots start with pro op What as CI

wore ynu espcnsuiIites in pro op

You wou the patert oack and then we

would tdke thorn to oct an IV in theIr roori And onoe theyre

dore tnere we woulo talc tYcm to the boo And well just put

blood pressue ouf on tteir arm and they have to wait to

10 go into the procedure room

11 Okay And when you ca the patient hack are

12 you the person ttat would nut hop ock in or needle ir or

13 is that done by nurso

14 Thats none by nurse

15 Okay So you call them back kind of show

16 them where they should change their clothes and get into the

17 gown

18 Correct

19 is that right Okay And then the nurse

20 would do the heplock typicdlly

21 Yes

22 And then you said youd take them to bed

23 Uh huh

24 Is that yes

25 Yes
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Okay Where where were the beds

The teas were in littl bays divided by

curtains

Are these the same bays or beds that patient

wor gc to after procedure

Yes

So recovery and where theyre layina before

he pronedure is tue same place

Yes

10 So were they on gurney when they would be in

11 hose nays

12 Yes

So youd walk them back and have them hop up

14 ona

15 Yes

16 Okay And then theyd wait there until its

17 time or

18 To go into the yes

19 Okay So then would you be the person that

20 pulled them into the procedure room

21 have to think about this one

22 Okay Sure

23 Yes

24 And when they think you mentioneo and

25 might have heard you wrong that you put blood pressure cuff
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on them

Correct

Was that when theyre in the pre op area witt

the rurse or when toeyre in those bays waiting to go into

he edue rooms

They were waiting to go into the procedure

ii rr

Okay Theyd have blood pressure uff on

hem

10 Yeah

11 Is tnat yes

12 Yes

13 Sorry So you pull them into the procedure

14 room and then you also as GI tech worked in the procedure

15 room as well

16 Yes

17 As when you have that responsibility what

18 is your job as the tech the proceoure room

19 To assist the doctor with the tools that he

20 needs to peatorm the procedure

21 And when the patient comes in if youre the

22 procedure room person do you go get the patient out of the

23 recovery slash bed place and roll them in or

24 No

25 Youre already in the room
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Right

Okay Su sur1Onu cc wheels thu puison in

Yes

And then what do you Whats the first thing

you do

dont remember exuct

Oay Well what are do you remember

anything you did do not the order Like did hook them up

maohine or put you know heurt monitor on them

anything like that

Im not sure if the tech in the room did that

or the one that brought them into the room

Okay Thats all roht

kind of get that confused

Yeah its been

But they

its been awhile At some point they are

monitor though is that right

Yes

And as the tech you said youre assisting the

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

hooked up to

doctor

Are you are

Yes

Where 00 you stand in relation to the doctor

you next to him or her

Yes
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And like re you at the patients feet or head

rhw
It depends on the procedure because

Yeah

different ways it ycu were eiTher at The

feet or at the head of the pdtient

Okay Obvcusly depending cn which procedure

heyre getting

Yes

10 Are you watching the monitor with the doctor

11 or are you watching the pctient when its going on

12 The monitor

13 And while ycu are doing your job in the

14 procedure room does tie doctor call out things to you or

15 issue instructions or is it pretty quiet

16 Yes he cThls out something if he needs to do

17 something

18 And what types of things would those be

19 Like if he wants to take biopsy of an area

20 hell say biopsy and well give him the biopsy forceps to

21 feed down the channel of the scope Or hell snare if he

22 needed that to take off polyp or something like that Or he

23 would say flush to so he could Get better view maybe if

24 theres something that he needs to see

25 Okay So youre are you handing this
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equipment to

watchino either

are you you

10 what what

11 procedure room

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

the doctor

Yes

To to use in whatever theyre goiro to no

Yes

Okcay And as youre doing that dre you

the nurse or the CPNA at all in the room

kind of nave to be focused on the doctor

On tue monitor

On the monitor Once the procedure is ove

does tech do who is assigned to the

Once the procedure is over the tech cots ftc

scope and they pre clean it there Theres little container

with solution in it and it would suck that through the

scope and wipe it down and then take the scope into the wasu

room

Okay So you physically are the one who walks

the scope into the wash roorr

Yes

The you said you pre clean it in the room

Yes

Describe what what that is

Theres little contairer little graduate

with the solution with the enzymatc solution in that they

use to clean the scope in the wash room It had some water
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wth it its mixed with water and you insert the fip of the

scope and suck It through so it llKe takcs whatever insiaa tne

scope is out into container that noes cn the wall Ann then

well just wipe down the insertion tune and then well carry

it into the the scope oom

And now often was that solution thar ou used

in the room cleaned or turned oven between patients

dont remember if it d5 cli suked out on

if it was just there

10 Okay Do you nemember being interviewed by

11 the polce on that issue

12 We didnt go over that pert

13 Okay

14 So

15 And maybe Im misundersterding it Was there

16 was there scope or syringe that was reused in the in

17 the procedure room

18 There is flush scope

19 Okay

20 that we would flush when the doctor would

21 ask for flush or something

22 Okay And thats that misunderstood

23 you then Thats during the procedure right if like

24 when theyre asking for all these tools

25 Yeah if they want to see yes
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And that was the one that wasnt that was

tusd g-uess

Thats the one that was left It wasnt

ohnged out with every patient It was left in the room But

-hen onoe it was used with patient was thrown ou
When you were in the prooednre rooms dio you

have ot of time to observe the CEbAs

No

Could you see the meniouhion that theiv were

10 using at all on the patients

11 Not during the prooeoure dont remember

12 oidiut pay attertion to them during the prooedure

13 Okay Can you desoribe at all Do you

14 remember anythino about what they used

15 They in the beginning in the beoinning

16 of the day they would Lave nurse take out some bottles of

17 propofo out of oabinet

18 Uf huh

19 Yeah thats the on time that would see

20 anything with propuho

21 And dio you see how it was distributed at all

22 or

23 think they took just few bottles Eaoh

24 eaoh they would take few bottles out

25 Now during the prooedures did you ever have
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17 that

18

19

20

21

22

23

24 the patient

25

doctcr do like biopsy but all out dfferent procedure

Descr be that

It would be like sma polyp that we would

ake with biopsy orcep and instao cf ue doctor saying

biopsy he would say he would ca rut soars

Who dd that

Dr Desai

Did you ever hear an rther doThor do that

No

Do you know what the purpcse was for that

No Probably to charge mce

MR SANTACROCE Objection Speculation

THE COURT Thats sustaineo

BY MS WECKERLY

He was the only doctor that you ever heard do

The only one

How would you descrbe tow he did procedures

He was really quick

Quick

Yes

Did you ever see hin start procedure before

was under the anesthesia

Yes
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How many times would you 5c3 703 saw that

cant give specie JIuJ ni he wuuld

do it sometimes

Okay Did you ever Year hir irteract with tie

CRNAs

No not really

Oay Did he seem relaxed a5 Ye oomg toe

procedores how would you describe him

He was always mad

10 On the upper endoscopies there is piee

11 equipment that weve all learned about ccdleo bite blocK

12 Uh huh

13 Do you know what those are

14 Yes

19 And what was your experience with how bite

16 blocks were used at the clinic

17 It was it was stardaro to wash them in the

18 Medivator with the soap

19 And so they were reused

20 Yes

21 Did that policy ever chanqe

22 Towards the end before the facility closed

23 when the investigation started

24 Uh huh

25 Then they started to throw them out
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And ycu were in ft is case you were

interviewed by the ice rIght

Yes

Tell us about your first interview

Oh didnt wart to be didnt want

to have tr fy so ust told tfem stuff that thought

say

dnay dont want to put words in youx

mouth Were you not truthful in our first interview

10 No wasnt

11 Oay You bow dic your second one come

12 about your secord interview

13 Because went home and thought about and

14 said you know micht as well just oo dhead and

ft OKay So you you re contacted them and

16 said

17 Yes

18 that you wanted to maybe not wanted to

19 but that youd talk again

20 Yes

21 Okay Thank you When you were talking about

22 the biopsy and the snare that whole thing the calling out

23 biopsy when the snare is used

24 Yes

25 You know what Im talkng about
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Yes

Ic tnr uthei equpmcnt assuciated wih

with tne snare

Yeah treef theres qroundino pad they

use Yih is littie machine and

grounding pad ano tp catch the specimen

Wher when you on tYe instances when you

heard Or Desai sa scrc rather thar biopsy you know wiat

Im talking aboutr

10 Yes

11 Wcts the other equipment associated with the

12 snare used

13 No

14 Okay Th0nk you

15 THE COURTh Pass the witness

16 MS WECKERIi Yes

17 THE COURT Al right Cross

18 MS STANIS4 Im sorry Judge have to organize

19 bit

20 THE COURT All right Mr Sntacroce you cam go

21 first

22 CROSS EXNIINATION

23 BY MR SANTACROCE

24 Good afternoon maam

25 Good afternoon
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represent Ron Lakeman Do you know Ron

Yes

You worked with him before

Yes

And beileve on September 21 2007 you are

noted a5 being tie CI tech And cant see this but right

here do you see hs Is this you

Yes

An so you were in the procedure room for all

10 of these procedures following Carole Grueskin is that

11 correct

12 cant say the name is Carob

13 Oh Im sorry It doesnt matter

14 OKay

15 Shes right here The procedures 7ou did you

16 dio one two three four five six seven eight nine on

17 September 21 2007 correct

18 If you have it

19 Well mo you recall

20 No

21 Ocay And in those procedures that Im

22 alluding to Mr Lakeman was the CPNA Do you have any

23 recollection of that

24 No

25 The State asked you about two interviews with
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he polce department You said the first interview you

rent very truth is that crrect

Yes

And specfically what werent vhat werent

you truthfu ab ut

The use of bite blocks And what else

hlrk it was mostly about reusing stuff at the faility

And tell me what specifically you werent

ruth dbout those things

10 Well they asked if hctd seen heard

11 anythiuc about the reuse of cud said no

12 And so today youre changing that testimony

13 Not today changeo it long time ago

14 So on the second interview you gave you

15 changed that testimony

16 Idid

17 correct

18 Yes dd
19 And specifically with the bite blocks you said

20 they were sterilized and reused again is that correct

21 dont know what exact words that said they

22 were sterilized but said they were reused so

23 And then at some point believe you testified

24 that they had been they didnt reuse those anymore They

25 went to single use bite blocks correct
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the cleaning

come in and

Medivator

10

11

12

13

14

1k

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

The scopes

Yes

want you to tell me about the procacure in

room Can you tell me about tnat

Thats where you wasY the scopes

you wash them

Okay

You prewash them and they go into the

And die you do hat job

did that befcre yes

And tell me specifically your procedure for

scopescleaning those

Well they go into cleaning solution urd you

brush them and you wipe them down ard then they go into water

and they get flushed and then they co into the Medivator

Okay What type are some of the equipment in

he the cleaning room Is this the cleaning room that

you described

in

water

Yes

What are these blue buckets

Thats where you wash and you rinse the scope

And why is there two

One for the cleaning solution and one for the
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10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

eaning

doing

two or

time

of confusing

Im confused

And now many scopes would you use in those

bucKets befure uu chnged the water

The most was probably two or three Two or

three

And Hiow muny times woulo you reuse he

solutior before you changed that

Thats how riany scopes you would prohubi\ be

Youd change the water when you probably mass cihor

three It depends on how dirty the water comes

OKay

Like if you have scope thats really oir
then you will change the water

One time

If it yeah if you have lot of fecal

teria in the scope and its in the wcter then you would

change the water

And you would change the solution the same

Thats the same thing

Oh Im sorry

Oh thats what mean Im Kind

you The solution

Okay asked you lets go back because

Theres two buckets You said one

Right

Im sorry
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was for the water one for solution

Right

OKay So you put the scopes in tLe water

frst

No in the solution rst

Soluton flist and ther you put them in the

water to clean the soution off of correct

Right to rinse it Roht

Okay So want to know who many times you

10 would use the solution the cleaning solution before you

11 would change that

12 Thats the one where said by two co three

13 scopes at the most unless the scopes wGs really dirty when it

14 came out of the scope room

15 And if it was really dirty you would change it

16 one time

17 Yes

18 Now lets go to the other bucket the water

19 Would you reuse the water more than three times on three

20 scopes

21 dont remember the water don remember

22 how often the water bucket got changed

23 So it could have been after three scopes one

24 scope ten scopes you would have no opinion of that

25 dont dont remember that dont
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remember if it even got changed

Tell fire suma uf thu uthmr tuings yuu in

-his picture in the cleaning room

sink and two machires

What are those machnes

The Meoivtors

Dio you use those

used one of those When caine one was

different There was big brown one nd there was one wh te

10 one

11 acay Well tell me how the Medivaor works

12 You put the scope in and you attach it to some

13 attachments that was in there that plugged the holes of tfe

14 scope then you close it nd start it

15 And it runs thiough cycle

16 Yes

17 And is there solutior in that machine

18 Yes

19 Did you ever change the solution in that

20 machine

21 That machine the machine that remember

22 it did count for like 80 and you would have to test it to

23 see if it was failed or pass so thats when you would change

24 the solution in the machine if it failed on the test strip

25 And how many times did you perform that test
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on the Vedivator

Well When ame in in thc mcrnng to set up

would test the mactines And if they passed it would be

good it failed would have to change the solution out

So you would do it every corning

Or in tte morninos that came in to

tte eaning room

Right

And tow often would you work in the cleanino

10 room in week

11 dont know because we all switched We

12 rotated So eitfer youre in the procedure room you were

13 in the cleaning room or out in preop We rotated lot

14 SO

15 Well on this particular September 21st date

16 where just showed you the chart it looks like youre in

17 procedure room in the afternoon for actually dont want

18 to misstate that You were in the procedure rooms for

19 period the morning and then you werent and then you were

20 in period in the afternoon So guess what Im asking yoi

21 is would you ever go from the cleaning room to procedure

22 room during one day

23 No

24 So if you were assigned to the cleaning room

25 you wou stay in the cleaming room If yoo were assigned to
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procedure room for that day youd st in the procedure

ruuiir nurict

Yes

Can you tell me what ths picture depicts

It looks like scopes aie Lcnoing

Well would you taKe cones from the cleaning

solution and hang them to thy

No

MS WECKERL Its upside dovn

10 MR SANTACROCE It wasrt frr re

11 BY MR SANTACROCE

12 guess the question is aculd you take them

13 from the solution to hang up aid thy

14 No

15 You wouldnt

16 No

17 Okay Well tell me what tois is all about

18 here

19 After the scopes would come out of the

20 machine they are flushed with alcohol and then they would go

21 in there to hang and thy

22 And who would flush them with alcohol

23 The tech that was in the cleaning room

24 So that could be you

25 If was in the cleanino room
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Okay And tell me how you would go ab ut

flushing them with aohol

Theres syringe Theres sy-inge dno

and another oontainer gain with some aloohol and you ust

ush it thrnugh the top ohannel and it float dowr hxouor

Lhe end and oome out

And would you reuse tnt clcch morc LhGn

one soope

No beoause you use the whule yinue for the

10 aloohol

11 Okay So you would araw syringe full of

12 oohol

13 And press it

14 out of bottle or out of budcet

15 Out of the oontainer

16 Okay

17 Yeah

18 And then you would flusY that soope

19 Yes

20 And then would you take another syrinue ard go

21 into that aloohol you were going to do it in another soope

22 No

23 Same syringe

24 Same syringe

25 And you would go baok into that aloohol fill
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it

Ar1dfch Ii

ncI fush the scope

Yes

Ani would continue that procedure

Yep

An eu they would no over here to hang

Yes

Be rce and clean

10 Yes

11 And theres Chux undernectth here What was

12 thAn for

13 Those are to catch the orip dry from the

14 scopes

15 Did you ever see time when these are

16 supposedly clean scopes and this was full of fecal matter

17 h0ve seen that before

18 Ocay Well why well how do you explain

19 that if they were all clean

20 htve no idea have no idea how that

21 would be there but when would come in in the morning and

22 would see that woud try to figure out which scope was

23 leaking to reprocess But yes did see that

24 On more than one occasion

25 Ive seen it few times
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What you didnt catch that Wha was the

potenttll

dont knew

Could that scope have been reused or useo en

ptlent

Possibly

think thats all have Thank you

THE COURT All right Recirect Oh ro Im

sorry Ms Stanlsh forgot about you

10 CROSS EXAM NATION

11 BY MS STANISH

just want to clarify whats your name now

11 your last name

14 Holleman

15 Pardon me

16 Holleman

17 Holleman What are you doing now by the way

18 for lying

19 Castro tech

20 Oicay Youre gastro tech

21 CI tech

22 CI tech Where do you work

23 St Rose Delima

24 The first time you interviewed with Metro and

25 you were untruthful you were in nursing school is that
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correct

gurect

And you diorYt omp ete nursing school

No

But cu er vocr own voition cal ed up the

police and saio need to exp0in things to you again cause

wasnt truthful

Correct

And you were vcrried about raving trouble

10 becoming nurse

11 Yes

12 All rcbt And you were interviewed two

13 times and both of teose In erviews were tcpe recordeo

14 correct

15 Yes

16 Did you mive any and was this handsome guy

17 in the middle here

18 Yes

19 MS STANISH Ano let the record reflect was

20 pointing to Detective Nhitelr not Mr Staudaher

21 BY MS STANISH

22 Did you mive any conversations with the

23 detective that face to face that were not tape recorded

24 think we talked little bit before we went

25 back on record
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So you tad an off the record conversation so

spk nd hcn wrt ntu tdpe rtcordcd sssiun

Yes

On direct exam you Ms Weckerly was

onfuset about sometnrg you sdid and so was You were

ino dtout flushino the scope at some point in tire Arc

Lunt ou werent talking about the Medivator were you

Are you talking about with the alcohol

Well yeah When you were you had

10 mentioned on direct you were talking about flushing the scope

Ano just wasnt clear what you were talking about at tf at

point

Im kind of confused Where are you talk

14 like

Okay If youre confused

16 at what point are you talking about

Im confused

18 At wtat point are you talking about fluslino

19 the scope

20 Okay Lets talk about the cleaning room

21 agcin and maybe if

22 Okay

23 throw this up here

24 So youre talking about the cleaning room

25 Yeah
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OKay

This ths dL th Mdivdturs right

Yes

And youre saying that when you were there

one ws oifferent

Yes

And you started when

In 06
Arid then one of the machine was replaced witi

10 riewe machine

11 dont know if it was newer one but it was

12 ccert maohine

13 Whici do you reoognize which machine you

14 woreu

15 One of them this one this one here on

16 the eft side that one was there but there was big brown

17 one on this side over here

18 There was brown one on the right side

19 Yes

20 And this one was always there

21 Yes

22 And want to draw your attention to this

23 lttle doohickey in the corner Its looks like green

24 let me zoom in on it Separate and apart from the Medivator

25 is another device Is that called scope buddy
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Yes

Tell us what the snnpe buddy does

The scope buddy flusfes the solution When

youre when youre cleaning the scope in the wash in

-he solution the scope you hook it to toe scope buddy and

it flushes the solutior through the channels of the scope

Thats what that does

Let me look at his closer so can make sure

unoerstand you You have these at LYe ttese two bins here

10 are set on the counter is that correct

11 Yes

12 And then this scope buiciy looks like it has

13 some plumbing that goes into the wail

14 It doesnt go into the sink there Thats

15 just where its sittino Those little cables that you see

16 those Jttle tubings tf at you see

17 Uh huh

18 theres little attachments hooked onto the

19 bottom of those and tfose connect to the scope to flush the

20 water or the solution through the scope

21 So what if Fm understanding you

22 correctly this device kind of

23 Is used with the yes

24 Oh its kind of like pump where put

25 you have one of these bins on the counter with solution and
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then you put one tube in there to such water and force it

suck water from the bc and then frce it tnrugh tha scope

Correct

Is that what the scope buddy does

Thats what it does

And you have theres two bins one is where

you do the initial cleaning correct

Yes

And if its scope that needs brush scrubbing

10 well they all need scrubbing roht You use you run

11 brush through there

12 Yes

13 Do you run the brush before or after you use

14 the scope buddy

15 Before

16 Before And then you have sponges up in the

17 cupboard here that you can scrub the exterior of the scope is

18 that correct

19 Yes

20 All rght And can dont know if you can

21 see it but theres different things posted on the wall Do

22 you know what those are

23 Thats picture of instructions on how to

24 clean the scope

25 Dkay And do you know what these and that
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looics lIke just for the record its big poser that

has colored pictures correct

Yes

Arid those show pictures of is it the

Medivatcr that Im seeing picture in there

dont remember exactly whats on -hose as

for what youre seeing there because thats too small

Right

But it was instructions on how to clean the

10 scope

11 Ocay And were you by the way were you dt

12 the faclity when the po ice came and searched it

13 wcs there when like investigators were

14 the CDC

15 OKay

16 When they were there

17 Okay You werent there when the police caine

18 No

19 Going going back to this poster it

20 general just was instructions on how to clean the scopes

21 step by step

22 Yes

23 And see too there looks like theres some

24 typed by 11 documents that are taped right to the wall

25 beneath that ep by step poster What are those documents
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dont know dont remember what was on

those

Would would your who axe your was

Jeff Krueger one of your supervisors

Yes Ye was over the facility

And would they would they periodically post

messages in the cleanro ocm to remind you on how do

certain things

No

10 No WY-at is this document thats rigtt above

11 the Yiedvator thats taped to the wall

12 dont know

13 Youre not sure Do you see on top of some

14 plumbing above the Medivator to your left theres what looks

15 like little caxd Can you tell us with color on it Do

16 you know what that is

17 No

18 Okay Cd you you said that you had some

19 kind of test strips that you every time you worked in the

20 cleaning room before your day starteo you would test the

21 solution

22 Correct

23 Did does that card have anything to do with

24 the testing procedures

25 No
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No WYere is the testthg materials

Theyre not in the picture

Oh theyre not in tfe pictre TYeyr

No

somewhere else

Its just little bottle littie srrLll bottle

with test strips in it and on the back of ti-c bott it hds

different colors pass or fail indicate wheti-er yru when

you test it the dipstick and you put it 0sde he bottle

10 to see its pass or fail

11 All rcrht And right here Im poiruirg dt one

12 of the Ivedivators Well actually boti- of thm see mie

13 little hole Does some kind of printout come from hat

14 No

15 No What is that

16 That was timer That was the time OF the

17 machine

18 And gererally how lorg oid how lono were

19 the scopes in the Nedivator

20 woolo may about 30 minutes 2C to 30

21 minutes

22 And then afterwards you would also when you

23 flushed them with alcohol was that oone with syringe or was

24 it done with something connected to the Nedivator

25 No the scope would be out of the Medivator at
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that poInt would be done with syringe

Im uu qoing to rur you ttrough different

different rooms that youve already ciscussed And weve

already discusu the cleaning room Did you do good job

when you were in The eaiilno room

Ic rr6 Knowledge 3/es

ALL cot Ano you sale that ii you saw

something if you cw something that was not clean what

would you do

10 wou rewash the scope

11 lou uld rewash scopes Were you ever

12 involved in hookro tte scope up to the macThne in the

13 procedure room

14 Yes

15 Ociy And when you oid that would you get

16 visual on the screer of what the camera on the scope end was

17 seeing

18 Yes

19 And would you double check to make sure that

20 it was clear picture and there was no dirt or some

21 obstruction on the camera head

22 If there was something on the lens we would

23 alcohol it alcohol swab to maJce

24 On tne outside

25 clear picture
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of the lens

Yes

But if it was something on the insite would

you have to rewash the scope

dont dont tfnk dnitL100 couio oct in

h0t Thats whole oifferent ohanre horn whe he suction

is from the patient or whatever

Isee

So thats not possible

10 All rioht Would you witness ThPJ\As

11 interviewing patients if you recall

12 When they come in the procedurr om hey

13 would ne talking to them yes

14 And the CPNA is kind of runnino Throuoh

15 gnestionnaire to collect some information acout their physica

16 condition

17 Yes

18 And when youre in the procedure room as DI

19 tech is it part of your job to clean up the room after one

20 patient is gone and before the next one rolls in

21 Yes

22 Describe for us what you would do in that

23 respect

24 Well would take would take the scope

25 it goes into the cleaning room If you use the water with the
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syringe in it ynu would tAle that out 0nd get new one The

ry is wiped down Theres litt tray next to rhe cart

Alt the scope goes on Thats wipec down anO the oart is

wiped down and then you put new chuck and then he you

get the scope that cr the next procedure and you put your

gauze and wAlt else And cloves out for the doctor

Alcy And would you mcving now the

recovery room you you wculd would you he the one as The

CI tech to hook the pdtient up monitor and blood pressure

10 or

11 Yes

12 Ocy Wou nurses also do that functior

13 Nc techs did that

14 All rcht And wouc you stay with tfem or

15 would somebody else take over monitoring the patient

16 We would hock them up to the monitor and start

17 the measuremen for tie blood pressure and then leave

18 And then were there normally two nurses

19 working in that area to assist in recovery

20 dont kno how many but there was nurse

21 there

22 At least one

23 At least one

24 And who would remove the hepiock

25 The techs
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And where would that oe done

tue post op urea

In tue recovery room

Yeah

And then 7cu wculd genamilly how long would

he patent be in tte re ovey room if you recall

15 to zO minutes

You would have -o take certain vital signs

correct

10 Yes

11 And they couloxYt leave until there were at

12 least three vital signs taken

13 Yes

14 if rot more

15 Three to four

16 Three or four And the vital signs that am

17 correct in understanoing that that machine measures vital

18 signs every five minutes

19 Yes

20 And then you wou you as CI tech assigned

21 to the recovery room would escort the patient to the dressing

22 room correct

23 Yes

24 And would you then have to clean the the

25 gurney that they were on for the next patient
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Yes

And how would you do tbet

You would just take the sheet of dnd put new

one unless -here was somethinc visual there that would get

wpec

So if there was something visible there you

wlj cc wr0t

You would wipe it off

OKay 130 you use any disinfectant

10 Yes

11 And is it the case that you never saw

equpment cc from one room to the other the procedure rooms

13 mean

14 Only our machine was broken or something

15 and we had to switch It

16 So

17 Thats the only thinc thats the only

18 equipment remember being ri eyed around

19 monitor being moved from one room to the

20 other

21 Monitor to watch the patient on or the

22 monitor for the vitals Because theres two monitors

23 No was just asking you you know you

24 recalled asked you what if you recalled equipment

25 being moved from room to room
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